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For more details or to book visit www.funway4agents.co.uk or call 0844 557 0626

BOOK A HOLIDAY TO THE ‘SUNSHINE STATE’ WITH OUR 
NEW FLORIDA BEACHES 2015 & 2016 BROCHURE! 
Visit www.funway4agents.co.uk to view the e-brochure or request copies via www.trade-gate.co.uk

BRADENTON, 
ANNA MARIA  
ISLAND & 
LONGBOAT KEY 

EXPLORE THE BRADENTON AREA WITH OUR HANDPICKED OFFERS

The area is celebrated for its outstanding dining and shopping districts, plus children will never get bored of the endless activities 

the oldest living manatee in the world.

 
SINGLE 

CENTRE

3 Bedroom Home with Private Pool – 
Bradenton

£659pp

Departing: 01 December 2014

FLORIDA

Tampa – 3 nights  
3* Best Western Bay Harbor Hotel

Bradenton – 4 nights  
2.5* Best Western Plus Manatee Hotel

£799pp

Departing: 01 December 2014

Orlando – 3 nights  
3* Holiday Inn Orlando SW - Celebration Area

Bradenton – 4 nights 
2.5* Holiday Inn Express & Suites Bradenton West 

Tampa - 3 nights 
3* Holiday Inn Express Tampa Busch Gardens 

10 nights from £829pp
Departing: 24 November 2014

 TW
IN 

CENTRE

 MULTI 

CENTRE
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THAI TIME...Anand Collection, representing Pathumwan Princess Hotel Bangkok, Layana Resort and Spa Koh Lanta and Vijitt
Resort Phuket, recently took six members of the trade to Thailand to visit and experience a range of resorts. The itinerary
included two nights in Bangkok, two nights at Layana Resort Koh Lanta and three nights at Vijitt Resort Phuket. Pictured
receiving cooking class certificates (one of the activities in the itinerary) are, from the left (front to back): Jodie Wills, Virgin
Holidays; Clare Ruffell, Bath Travel; and Megan Smith, Hayes and Jarvis; with, on the right (front to back): Hugh Staunton,
Tropical Sky; John Blower, Trailfinders; Jas Anand, Anand Collection; and Rael Hutcheon, Audley Travel.
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TRAVELZOO HAS released findings from its
annual survey conducted over National Cruise
Week, revealing that whilst cruise is becoming
a popular option for younger travellers, cruise
companies can and must do more to highlight
dining options and time in port in order to
attract this demographic. 
The research revealed that 56% of those

under the age of 44 are currently considering
cruising as a holiday option, but that variety
when it comes to dining is a top priority when
considering booking a cruise.  
Two thirds of potential cruise customers

under 44 said they would dine in a ship’s
‘speciality restaurants’, even if it incurred a
supplementary charge, compared with less
than half of those over 65.  For those over 65,
a quarter said they would never frequent
restaurants requiring a supplement. 
The younger crowd also said they would be

looking for more time in port to enjoy local
cuisines. Of those under 34, 95% said they
would be interested in sampling cuisine off the
ship. However, in terms of destination, the
findings were remarkably similar across all
age groups, with the Mediterranean and the

Caribbean being the two most popular.
The company's cruise deal expert, Raphael

Giacardi, said: "It’s important that cruise
companies explain what their cruises have to
offer very clearly – highlighting longer time in
port and dining options on board when
seeking to appeal to the younger end of the
market.  
“Whilst the younger crowd may initially

seem more relaxed with their spending, on
closer inspection it becomes clear that it’s still
the over-65s who are spending more on the
overall cost of their cruise - opting for longer,
higher-priced cruise itineraries and then
being more frugal once at sea. The thing to
bear in mind is that the experience each end
of the market is looking for is quite different -
not all cruise virgins are created equal.”
Findings from the survey also revealed that

more than half of all respondents over 65
would pay £1,100-£3,000 per person on a
cruise, compared with 17% of those aged
between 25 and 34. For those under 34, the
ideal length of a cruise is between five and ten
days - in keeping with their typically busier
lifestyles and careers.

Cruise companies ‘can do more’ to attract cruise virgins
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BUTLINS HAS announced plans for a
£16million investment into a new Chalet
Village at its Minehead resort. 
Comprising of 117 chalets, the

complex is set to open during Easter and
its design stems from a partnership with
Mumsnet, which will see Butlins reinvent
the iconic chalet for the 21st century
family. 
To help develop the new

accommodation, the company carried
out in-depth research with more than
1,000 Mumsnet members into everything
from what technology should be
included through to the layout of the
chalets and what magic touches families
want both inside and out. 

The research showed that almost
half of respondents championed the
idea of removing televisions from all
rooms except family areas in order
to help encourage family time and
bonding. The new chalets will only
offer TVs in family areas and in the
parents’ bedroom. More than half
(59%) of respondents also worries
about the British weather ruining
their experience, so every chalet will
come equipped with arts and crafts
materials for indoor fun. Mums were
also clear that they wanted items
that their children could play with
outdoors, so outdoor sporting items
will be provided inside the chalets

following a partnership with family
games brand, Hasbro.
To help youngsters make friends –

which is important to 88% of mums
when away – the company has
created bespoke outdoor play areas
which include bandstands, a boating
lake with remote control boats and
giant Jenga, which takes the best of
the community feel of the traditional
chalets but adds a modern twist.
A four-night mid-week break at

Minehead’s new chalets costs 
from £99 per person based on a
family of four sharing a Park View
Chalet on selected dates and breaks
in 2015.  

New stag & hen brochure from Superbreak
SUPERBREAK HAS launched its latest stag and hen brochure,
created especially for agents to give them a dedicated sales
tool with ideas and themes for potential groups. 
Following a successful inaugural year, the brochure is the

operator’s final brochure to take the new branding, and the
company reports that both enquiries and sales from agents
are up significantly in this market, with more than 50% growth
year-on-year. 
The brochure features a range of tips and ideas for

organisers looking for either a UK or overseas party. It
includes a step by step booking guide with all the things that
organisers need to decide including dates, attendees, budget,
location, activities etc. It also includes top ten hen and stag
locations for those looking for inspiration, details of the various
accommodation and travel options, plus suggestions of
activities that are popular for hen and stag parties such as spa
days, cocktail or dance classes for the girls and quad biking,
golf or poker lessons for the boys. 
New for this year is Grosvenor Casino packages, where

groups can experience the theatre and thrills of gaming at
one of 55 Grosvenor Casinos across the UK. A variety of
packages are available including a ‘Three of a Kind’ casino
experience which includes a welcome drink, three-course
meal, learn how to play session, £5 free bet and overnight
stay at the four-star Novotel Leeds on a bed-and-breakfast
basis from £75 per person. 
For further information call 01904-436009 or visit
www.superbreak.com/agents

Butlins announces £16m investment in new Chalet Village at Minehead
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THE PHAROAH WAY...To celebrate the launch of its new Egypt
programme, Cyplon Holidays took a group of agents on an Egypt
Nile cruise fam. The group experienced a small taste of the
operator's programme - from a relaxing Nile cruise through to a
hot air balloon ride over Luxor at sunrise. Pictured enjoying the
sights are, from the left: Marcus Sullivan, Crusader Travel;  Jack
Nicolas-Cook, Marias Travel; Steve Finch, Travel Counsellors;
and Jerome Downer, Cyplon Holidays.

A RECENT report has highlighted the
growing importance British travellers
place on their mobile devices, coupled
with a strong anxiety of losing them
while away. 

The research, taken from the ‘2014
Expedia and Egencia  Mobile Index’
global study of mobile-device-related
behaviour among travellers, shows
that 89% of Brits take one or more
mobile devices on holiday, with 69%
using their mobile for the duration of

their trip away. 
The report found that contrary to

the perception of mobile devices
chaining Brits to their workplace even
when on holiday, 90% of the UK feel
that new technology and mobile apps
enhance their travel experience; from
the initial holiday research, right
through to boarding a flight back
home and that we see our mobiles as
a 'travel concierge'. 

Other findings revealed that more

than 35% of Brits polled research
their holiday destinations on their
devices, with the most popular place
for Brits to plan travel being in bed
(42%); once abroad, mobiles are
increasingly used to manage holiday
time with 26% saying mobile use
helps them to be more flexible with
their travel plans, with almost half of
those polled using maps and
navigation functions to find their way
around while on holiday.

Study reveals mobile devices are critical kit for British travellers
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KICKING HORSE Powder Tours has
added an action packed, guided
adventure trip for the skiing public from
this winter. 
The location for the 'storm chaser'

concept takes place in British
Columbia's interior mountain ranges,
and involves travelling around the region
in a luxury converted touring coach,
heading to a different location every day
to seek out the very best snow
conditions.
Any skier who has had some off-piste

experience and is confident in deeper
snow can join the adventure, which is led
by experienced and qualified guides. 

The itinerary combines a mixture of
Heli-Skiing, Cat-Skiing and traditional
backcountry ski touring, along with
some ski lift accessed days.
Richard Barker, the operator's

managing director, said: "This is a new
programme for us and the concept is

totally unique, covering a huge area of
what's known as The Powder Highway
which takes in resorts such as Kicking
Horse, Fernie, Whitewater and
Revelstoke."
Prices lead in at £3,500 per person

based on a seven-night holiday
departing on February 21, 2015. 
It includes accommodation in three-

and four-star properties, breakfast
and lunch, a range of activities and
snacks and cocktails. Flights to
Calgary are excluded. 
For further information visit
www.thestormchasers.ca and
www.kickinghorsepowdertours.com

BELMOND IS launching two new
journeys on the Eastern & Oriental
Express in 2015 - a five-night ‘Fables
of the Peninsula’ from Singapore to
Bangkok on March 29 and a two-
night ‘The Ancient Temples of Lanna’,
which departs on its inaugural
journey on October 15 from Bangkok
to Chiang-Mai.

Eastern & Oriental Express offers
en-suite accommodation for up to
132 guests, three dining carriages
serving Euro-Asian cuisine; a Bar
Car with nightly entertainment with a
resident pianist; and local
entertainment including musicians,
dancers and fortune tellers.
Prices start from £1,580 per

person for the two-night The Ancient
Kingdom of Lanna journey, based on
two sharing a Pullman cabin and
including all table d’hote meals.
Prices for the Fables of The
Peninsula experience lead in at
£4,800, based on two sharing a State
cabin, and includes all beverages and
table d’hote meals.

INSIGHT VACATIONS is celebrating its Signature Year with
the release of its 2015 Europe, Britain, Eastern
Mediterranean & Morocco brochure featuring a choice of
destinations, 14 new Premium and Gold itineraries and a
selection of Signature Events. 
Examples of the latter include a cooking demonstration
and tasting of the Potato Peel Pie from the original WWII
ration-book recipe; Shabat dinner in Tel Aviv; and a stay in
the five-star CS Vintage House Hotel overlooking the
Douro River in Portugal that dates back to the 18th
century.
Meanwhile, a new nine-day Dalmatian Elegance option

features in the operator's Premium and Gold itineraries,
along with a 12-day Southern England, the Channel
Islands & Normandy; a 15-day Grand Tour of Greece & The
Balkans; and a 13-day Splendours of Andalucía & Morocco.
Additional new features in the 2015 programme include
more than ten new itineraries to destinations including
Italy, Greece, Dalmatia and Morocco; four new Gold Luxury
itineraries and the introduction of all-inclusive pricing
with evening meals, plus all Signature Experiences
included in the one-price; early payment discounts of up to
10%; and single-friendly departures with reductions on
single supplements on certain departures. 

Insight launches new European programme with expanded Signature offerings 

newsbulletin

SWEET 16...TIPTO members, including the latest member to join the group - Belleair Holidays - got together at last month’s AGM at the
Manchester Copthorne Hotel to mark the start of the group's 16th year. Pictured are, from the left: Kerri Thorpe, The Network; Lucy Jones, Do
Something Different; Craig Davidson, Belleair Holidays; Iain Bailie, Carnival Cruise Lines; Richard Forde, Newmarket Holidays; Claire Dutton,
Superbreak; Zena Calderbank, TIPTO chair; Alison Craig, Inghams; Sarah Smith, Hoseasons; Ines Ferraro, USAirtours; Ashley Dellow, Leger
Holidays; Craig Jeffs, MSC Cruises; Nigel Rankin, Norwegian Cruise Line; Tariq Khan, Hoseasons; and Lorna Willis, The Network/TIPTO.

Kicking Horse Powder Tours unveils snow storms adventure 

Belmond offers new routes across SE Asia 
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TITAN HAS issued its first
Titan Cruise Compendium
2015 brochure featuring its
full range of ocean, coastal
and river cruise holidays,
all together for the first
time.
The new brochure offers

more than 140 itineraries
and more than 50 new
cruises to choose from with
range cruise partners,
from the ‘traditional style’
ships, such as those
operated by Fred. Olsen
Cruise Lines and Azamara
Club Cruises to the glitz
and glamour of the ‘resort
style’ cruises with Holland
America and Norwegian
Cruise Lines.
New for next year is the

Waterloo 200th Anniversary
cruise commemorating the
historic and iconic battle.
Prices start from £449 per
person and include a

three-night cruise on Fred.
Olsen’s Balmoral with all
meals and an on-board
exclusive Titan drinks
party.
Another new addition is

the Rio Carnival and
Buenos Aires cruise, which
costs from £3,499 for 15
days, with highlights
including an overnight stay
at the four-star Hotel
Windsor Atlantica
overlooking Copacabana
Beach and a city
sightseeing tour of Rio de
Janeiro with included
lunch.
Clients booking by

October 31 can receive up
to $300 on-board cabin
credit and savings of up to
£1,500 per person.
To book or for more
information call 0800-988
5800 or visit
titanagent.co.uk

Explore unveils new destinations for
2015/16 Cycling Adventures collection
WITH DEMAND for cycling holidays up 25% since the start
of the year, Explore has unveiled seven new destinations for
its 2015/16 Cycling Adventures collection.
The new offerings, in the US, Russia, Israel, Malta, Sicily,

Ireland and Scotland, have added more choice for cyclists
and the collection also now includes airport transfers. 
As a launch incentive, the company is offering 5% off

new tours when booked before November 5.
As examples of new additions, Israel by Bike offers a

nine-day, nearly 300km moderate graded cycling tour
which encapsulates the culture, history and landscapes of
Israel. Customers will explore the ancient city of
Jerusalem, pedal along the Sea of Galilee and visit the
biblical town of Nazareth. Tours depart in March, April,
September and October 2015 and cost from £1,990 per
person. The price includes flights; eight nights’ hotel
accommodation on a bed-and-breakfast basis; bike hire;
transport and the services of a tour leader, driver and cycle
guide.
For an off-the-beaten-track experience, Cycle Russia:

Moscow to St. Petersburg captures the rural landscapes of
Russia and the two cities. During the ten-day, easy to
moderate graded cycling tour, customers will explore the
sights of Moscow including the Red Square and the
Kremlin; visit Lake Seliger and Lake Valdaysky and ride
between the historical villages in the picturesque Torzhok
region. Customers will also discover the grand architecture
in St Petersburg. Tours depart in May, June, July and
September 2015 and cost from £1,590 per person. The
price includes flights; nine nights’ hotel accommodation on
a bed-and-breakfast basis; four other meals; bike hire;
transport and the services of a tour leader and driver.

Debut Cruise Compendium from Titan
features more than 140 itineraries
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HAYES & Jarvis is offering a six-night holiday to South Africa on
May 17, 2015, with prices from £1,449 per person, and savings of
£201 per person. The price includes three nights’ breakfast stay
at the four-star Southern Sun Waterfront in Cape Town, three
nights' full board at the five-star Shamwari Eagles Crag, flights
and transfers. 
For details call 01293-735831 or visit www.hayesandjarvis.co.uk

New Spook-tacular adventure at
Chessington World of Adventures
CHESSINGTON WORLD of Adventures Resort has launched a
new Howl'o'ween event which runs up to November 2 and
offers a week filled with frights, howls and family fun. 
Open every night until 20:00, Howl’o’ween presents two

walk-through attractions, two new Halloween shows, rides in
the dark, a daily fancy dress competition for young adventurers
and more than 1,000 animals across the zoo and Sea Life
centre. 
For the fearless adventurer, VAMPIRE: The Haunting in the

Hollows is back due to popular demand, where visitors can
step back in time to 1897 in Transylvania where, beyond the
gates of Castle Dracula, lies the village of Black Hollow and
the park's spookiest Halloween walk-through attraction. Also
back for this year is The Mystery of Hocus Pocus Hall, where
visitors must enter the stately home of Sir Arthur, a famous
explorer who vanished without a trace, to try to solve the
mystery of what happened. 
There will also be two new family shows for 2014 - an all

singing, all dancing performance in Market Square where
visitors get to pick their favourite performer and the chance to
travel across to the Land of the Dragons to meet and greet
some new hairy and scary friends at the Wild Factor stage. 
Meanwhile, the theme park has recently expanded with the

launch of the Azteca Hotel, a new fully themed resort hotel
with 69 guestrooms and a Savannah Splash Pool & Gym. In
time for Halloween a new menu is being offered, the Room
Scare-vice menu, which includes crickets, locusts, meal worm
ice-cream and maggots.
For more information visit www.chessington.com 
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THE UK’s 100% Trade Only Tour Operator
Call Reservations FREE on 0800 0224 182
Incentive Terms & Conditions: http://www.travel2.com/sitecontent/terms/spreadyourwings.html

3228

@T2news

SPREAD YOUR 
WINGS & FLY

FLY CATHAY PACIFIC TO HONG KONG WITH TRAVEL 2

Economy from
£620pp

Premium Economy from 
£1,089pp

Business Class from
£3,350pp

4 day Essential Hong Kong
Includes

 Return flights with Cathay Pacific

 3 nights at 4* Harbour Plaza North 
Point, Hong Kong

 Essential Hong Kong Tour

 Return transfers

Valid from: 01 May - 09 Jun 15  Book by: 31 Oct 14

LHR from £839pp

14 day New Zealand 
Explorer
Includes

 Return flights with Cathay Pacific

 14 day campervan hire with Britz

Valid from: 04 May - 09 Jun 15  Book by: 31 Oct 14

LHR from £1,069pp

Economy 
The new economy 
class makes the travel 
experience better than 
ever. The seat offers 
an adjustable headrest 
with more living space 
and greater recline for resting and sleeping 
while giving more space between the seat 
in front.

Premium Economy 
Premium Economy 
is designed to give 
more comfort, space 
and personal attention 
throughout the entire 
journey with dedicated 
check-in counters, an increased baggage 
allowance and priority boarding.

Business Class
Designed to provide 
both privacy and 
openness – New 
Business Class boasts 
the extra wide seat and 

offering comfort and 
luxury in the sky.
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SWISS DEAL...Pictured marking Omega Holidays' new charter
programme from Leeds Bradford Airport (LBA) to Austria and
Switzerland is the operator's Dino Toouli and LBA's Emma
Holliday. Flights will be operated by Intersky using ATR aircraft
into Friedricshafen and four holidays are offered -  Summer in the
Austrian Mountains St Anton, Summer in the Austrian Mountains
Lech, Walking in the Mountains of Austria and Lakes & Mountains
of Switzerland. For details see www.omega-holidays.com 

Thank you Sandra Bruce & the Halkidiki Tourist
Office for a fantastic trip to Halkidiki! 
On arrival, the taxi took me to Thessaloniki to

the Capsis Hotel in the city, which featured a rooftop
pool - what a great idea! I met George the doorman,
who has worked at the hotel for 25 years and was
full of information. 
Halkidiki is full of surprises and has lots for all

tastes - we had a city tour of Thessaloniki then it
was off to the Imathia region. I’m not into museums
if I’m honest, but I was blown away by the Vergina
Museum with the treasures and tomb of King Phillip
II all underground, made all the more interesting by
our brilliant historian & official guide, Dimitrios
Kakagiannis. He was passionate about everything! If
you need a great guide for any customers that are
interested in Greek history email him at
dimikak@yahoo.de  
Then it was off to the Kassandra peninsula with a

walk through the lovely village of Athytos with its
cobbled streets, plus a visit to the Petrino Suites
Hotel and Blue Bay Hotel, both nice hotels. We
received a lovely warm welcome from Yannis and his
sister when we arrived at Flegra Palace Hotel in
Pefkohori. The hotel has a nice selection of different
types of rooms and there was a well looked after cat
in the garden so brownie points for that! The next
morning it was off to the Sithonia peninsula and I
loved the small Antigoni Beach Hotel & Suites - had
a beautiful setting, as did the next hotel way up in
the hills with superb views – Hotel Thalassokipos at
Vourfourou. 
I’ll tell you about the Athos Cruise and the last day

next time – it’s a good job I didn’t go for two weeks -
I would be writing a book!
‘Sometimes we are so caught up in who’s right and
who’s wrong that we forget what’s right and wrong’
and ‘Believe everything happens for a reason – if
you get a second chance grab it with both hands if it
changes your life let it’.

by SANDRA MURRAY
in Normanton, Yorkshire

Notes from

Normanton...

To respond to any 
of Sandy’s comments email 

jill. sayles@travelbulletin.co.uk 

newsbulletin
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Newsbites
� JAPAN AND VisitBritain have agreed to work together
to make the Tokyo 2020 Olympics a spectacular event
and to reach the goal of attracting 20 million foreign
tourists. JNTO’s strategy for the UK market includes
attracting visitors to areas beyond the tourism hot
spots of Tokyo and Kyoto; increasing flight capacity to
Japan with non-direct flights; increased promotion of
Japan for adventure holidays including skiing,
snowboarding and cycling; and encouraging repeat
visitors.

� FOLLOWING the launch of Worldchoice TV in
November last year, The Travel Network Group has
announced that the show will feature only ‘all-
inclusive’ holidays going forward. The All-Inclusive
Holiday Show, as it will be billed, will air monthly live
on Ideal World, offering exclusive all-inclusive
holidays in four- and five-star hotels.

� THE CANADIAN cities of Moncton, Montreal, Ottawa,
Winnipeg,  Edmonton and Vancouver will play host to
the FIFA Womens World Cup from June 6 to July 5,
2015. 
For details see www.fifa.com/womensworldcup

� THE FAMILY Holiday Association is celebrating its 40th
anniversary by inviting 500 friends in the travel and
tourism industry to raise £250,000 with 500 pledges of
£500. Each £500 pledge will enable the charity to send
a family on a modest seven-night break in a caravan
by the British seaside. The charity is encouraging
travel and tourism organisations and professionals to
make multiple pledges so more families and their
children can enjoy a short break away. 
For details see
www.familyholidayassociation.org.uk/500for500
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�  TO RAISE awareness of its new Winter Collection
brochure launch, Anatolian Sky is offering agents a
£10 Love2Shop voucher with every booking made
from the brochure before December 31.  
For details see www.anatoliansky.co.uk or call 0844-
273585.

�  SUPERBREAK has teamed up with Belmond to offer
agents the chance to win a day trip on either the
Belmond Northern Belle or the Belmond British
Pullman. Six pairs of tickets are up for grabs with a
range of departure points across the UK. To enter
the prize draw agents need to make a booking for
any of the operator’s Belmond British Pullman or
Belmond Northern Belle day trips between now and
the end of December and email their name, ABTA
number and booking reference to
sales@superbreak.com. The draw will be made the
week commencing January 5, 2015. 

�  TRAVEL 2 is offering agents the chance to win one of
four ‘Brazilian experience’ prizes with its latest
campaign in partnership with LATAM Airlines
Group. Agents who make a qualified booking by
November 30 will be entered into the draw to win
one of four prizes including a Brazilian themed
dinner, cocktail classes and a Samba lesson. The
company has also extended its ‘Every Day’s a Pay
Day’ campaign until the end of this month with new
partner airlines including Air France, KLM and
Alitalia. The campaign allows agents to earn up to
£120 of shopping vouchers on bookings with airline
partners. Agents should email the bookings to
payasyouearn@travel2.com to claim their vouchers
and include the following information: name,
address, booking ref, lead name and travel dates.
For details visit www.travel2.com 

� DO SOMETHINGDifferent.com is giving agents the
chance to win a luxury VIP two-night shopping break
in Italy to raise awareness of its new 'Chic Shopping'
experiences now available to book, which include
transfers, a VIP card (roughly 10% off at the
villages), a gift card and a meal at a specified
restaurant. As examples, a tour at London's
Bicester Village costs £99 per person while a tour at
Fidenza Village in Milan leads in at £76. For every
booking made on the operator's worldwide
attractions and experiences between now and
December 15, agents should email
win@dosomethingdifferent.com to be entered into
the draw. One agent and their guest will receive a
two-night stay at the four-star Superior WorldHotel
Cristoforo Colombo Hotel, flights and a VIP
Shopping Experience at Fidenza Village, Milan,
including a two-course lunch, £50 gift card and
Hands Free Shopping & VIP Card. 
For details call 020-8090 3890.

Agent training
NORWEGIAN CRUISE Line UK has introduced anew destination-themed module on its NCL Uonline training platform at www.agents-uk.ncl.eu/uni/start.php. 'Cruising theMediterranean in Winter' focuses on the line's2014/15 winter itineraries in the Mediterraneanand Canary Islands and has been launched tohelp travel partners capitalise on the wintercruise market; increase their knowledge andboost business, whilst providing opportunities toearn NCL U points. For passing the ten question,multiple-choice test at the end of the module,agents will receive 25,000 points towards theirNCL U points tally. In December all NCL Ustudents will be entered into a prize draw wherethey can win cruise prizes depending on howmany points have been accumulated.

LAS VEGAS has launched a new tool allowingagents and visitors to see Vegas for themselvesfrom their own desks. GeoVegas is an innovativenew travel tool created by Las Vegas that usesGoogle’s Business Interiors Technology thatallows potential visitors to view 360-degreepanoramic shots of hotels, restaurants and otherpopular places, both inside and out. The experi-ence guides users through five 'journeys'showcasing sides of Vegas they not be sofamiliar with. 
For details see www.geovegas.lasvegas.com

Booking incentives

It’s in the stars…
What’s in store for Scorpio?

Start putting your past behind you and living for the
future. A personal change - be it a new haircut or
new clothes - is called for as you start putting
yourself first and look to make an impression on
others. Take advantage of the increased energy and
confidence you are feeling and make an impact on
whtever you do - at work and at home. 
Lucky day: Tuesday
Lucky number: 27
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agentbulletin
booking incentives continued......
�  AGENTS WHO make qualifying bookings before

November 30 with Celebrity Cruises will be entered
into a weekly draw to win one of five £150 vouchers
including those for Apple, Canyon Ranch Spa
product and Red Letter Days. Sailings booked must
be included in the free drinks and gratuities
consumer offer running throughout the same time
period. 
To register bookings visit www.cruisingpower.co.uk
to be in with a chance of winning.
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Prestige expands holiday options in Sicily 
PRESTIGE HOLIDAYS has added nine properties in Sicily for
2015, four in the Baroque South East, three in the resorts
of Taormina and Giardini Naxos, one in Agrigento and one
on the south west coast. 
All, except the Verdura Golf & Spa Resort near Sciacca

on the south west coast and Colverde Park in Agricento,
are boutique or authentic agriturismo style properties.
Week-long stays start from £436 per person at the 19-

guestroom Hotel Palladio, which overlooks a sandy beach
in the heart of the seaside town of Giardini Naxos. The
price includes flights from Gatwick to Catania, private
transfers and breakfast accommodation.
For details or to book see www.prestigeholidays.co.uk/sicily
or call 01425-480400.

bmi regional adds 60,000 summer seats 
BMI REGIONAL is increasing its capacity across its network
by 16% in summer 2015 due to increased demand for its
UK and European services. 
Major cities such as Frankfurt and Brussels will benefit

from multiple daily flights, convenient departure/arrival
times and new weekend flights.
The investment in frequency increases on key routes will

provide an additional 10,000 seats per month from March
29, 2015, as the airline enters a new phase of growth.
Cities including Aberdeen, Bristol, Brussels, Frankfurt and
Munich will benefit from the enhanced connectivity created
through the move to triple daily flights and additional
weekend services. 
Flights from Newcastle and East Midlands to Brussels

will increase to three times daily, Monday to Friday. Bristol
to Frankfurt will operate triple daily while Bristol to
Aberdeen will also have three daily flights. New weekend
capacity from Bristol to Frankfurt and Munich has also
been announced, with extra flights on Saturday morning
being launched to enable weekend trips as well as more
connections via Lufthansa’s Frankfurt and Munich hubs.
Flights on Bristol to Frankfurt and Munich are

codeshares with Lufthansa, and services from Newcastle
and East Midlands to Brussels operate as codeshares with
Brussels Airlines. This codeshare agreement offers
customers the opportunity to continue their journeys from
their local airport to destinations across Europe, Asia,
Africa and America.
For more information see www.bmiregional.com 

agentreview
Lisa Drake from Hays Travel, St Neots took a fam trip to
Alaska with the tourist board. Here are her thoughts...

Lisa receives a £10 M&S voucher for her review. 
If you'd like to take part email jill.sayles@travelbulletin.co.uk 
or call 020-7834 6661 with your name and contact details. 

First impressions ..............................10/10
From the minute we landed, all the staff were extremely
helpful. Our host from Alaska, Tania, was lovely and I was
very impressed with the whole process. First impressions
of Alaska as a destination were great. I kind of fell in love
with it immediately - from the crisp fresh air to the log
cabin type hotels and country/mountain style resorts, I
loved it. It was stunning!

Highlights..........................................10/10
Four key highlights for me - the flight on the plane to the
glacier was fantastic, the helicopter flight to the glacier
was just incredible, the Northern lights were memorising,
as was the view from Talkeetna Lodge.

Accommodation ................................10/10
I loved them all. All quite different but this was a good
thing. I would say my favourite was Talkeetna Lodge,
mainly for the spectacular views but also with all the little
added touches like the ‘guest of the day’ – whereby the
lodge offers one guest each day some kind of fabulous
benefit such as an upgrade, a free dinner or a voucher for
the gift shop. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend any of the
hotels.

Service ..............................................10/10
Service wherever we went was fantastic and our hosts
were just brilliant!

Good to know ............................................
For customers I would say they should maximise their time
in Alaska and do something similar to us – either an
organised tour or a self-drive to see as much as possible. I
will definitely be recommending the flight/helicopter trips,
as these are experiences that stay with you forever. For
details see www.travelalaska.com

10
10/

newsbulletin
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NEILSON IS highlighting half-term breaks at The Messini
Beachclub in Greece, with seven-night stays leading in at £799 per
adult and £749 per child, based on an October 26 departure. The
operator's newest property, which opened in May, is located in
Greece’s southern Peloponnese and the surrounding area is
popular for mountain biking with easy access to local villages,
beaches and the medieval castles of Messini. The price includes
flights, transfers, a range of activities, breakfast, lunch and four
evening meals per week. 
For details see www.neilson.co.uk or call 0333-014 3350.
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Where Am I?

Chippa United Football Club is based in this
South African city.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and each of the

3 x 3 squares contains the digits 1-9.
Once you have completed the puzzle, simply identify the numbers that relate

to the letters, A, B, C and D then e-mail the solution, with your name,

company name, and full postal address plus phone and ABTA number if

applicable to:

competition@travelbulletin.co.uk

Closing date for entries is Thursday, October 30th. Solution and new puzzle

will appear next week.

The winner for 10th October is Helen Savage, 
Co-operative Travel in Cromer.

October 10 Solution: A=2    B=5    C=6    D=9

�A

�B

�C

�D

Number: 040

Travagrams

Across 
1. Holiday parks operator (5)
4. Philanthropist and Microsoft founder, Bill (5)
6. Churchill's former home in Kent, now a

National Trust attraction (9)
8. Flows through India and Bangladesh (6)
10. Town on the Thames with a famous public

school (4)
12. Low-cost flights provider (4)
13. City home of the Schonbrunn Palace (6)
15. Scenic area of Scotland, Loch Lomond & The

___ National Park (9)
17. Capital of Japan (5)
18. Potteries city on the Trent (5)

Down 
1. English actor starring in The Rewrite at a

cinema near you (4,5)
2. Valencia airport code (3)
3. Capital of Niger (6)
4. Holiday accommodation in France (4)
5. State capital of New Jersey (7)
7. Popular island in the Canaries (9)
9. County home of the seaside resort of 

Caister (7)
11. Show held beneath a big top (6)
14. The Vigeland Sculpture Park is a popular

tourist attraction in this city (4)
16. San Francisco International Airport code (3)

Where Am I?

Fill in the crossword to reveal the mystery location highlighted by the green squares.

For the solution to the Crossword, Where Am I? 
and Travagrams, please see page 51

Crossword

Su Doku

N
um

be
r: 
04
0

A British-American owned cruise line based in Seattle

This destination has 23 inhabited islands and thousands of 
unpopulated islets and cays (‘keys’).

A Enchilada Lime Lorn

Abash Am

Can you solve the following anagrams to decipher the destination & tour operator?
Win a £50 M&S voucher in the travelbulletin Su Doku prize puzzle

im
ag

e 
cr
ed

it
: M

ic
ha

el
 J
an

se
n
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LOOKING BACK over the last few weeks, I have
realised that there are two areas of business
opportunity that we had, up to now, failed to

either appreciate or exploit but could have a real
positive impact on our member partner businesses.
Each area, although very different in their
composition, are actually linked by the curious
heading of my piece - a full makeover. 
The first area relates to the overall physical
proposition offered by those agents who have a High
Street presence - the shop itself.
As an organisation, we offer a wide and

comprehensive range of marketing support in the
areas of monthly provision of point of sale materials,
website development and direct marketing activity  -
all of which are creatively broken down into areas of
specialisation including mainstream, cruise and
luxury.
In addition, through our consultancy service

proposition, we are also addressing soft business
skills including selling, customer service and product
knowledge skills training.But up to now we have
stopped short of offering support and guidance in the
area of shop layout and design. In hindsight, this can
be potentially seen as a real gap in our service range
but one that that we are rapidly intending to fill.

We are shortly to partner with a retail expert who,
through the use of Computer Aided Design (CAD)
technology, will be able to create an exact and lifelike
representation of any member shop and to visually
make any modifications including racking, flooring
and furniture prior to any refurbishment working
taking place. This development will not only allow
each member partner to visualise their new outlets
but also save considerable time and money when it
comes to the actual shop re-build.

Such is the sophistication of the technology
employed that it truly different to distinguish from
what is real and what is a visual representation.
The second reference to makeover relates more to a
product area and the growing popularity in spa and
wellness holidays.
I recently attended a breakfast presentation that

was solely devoted to these markets and I was
staggered by the value of the market - an area that
we and our member partners are largely missing out
on.
As with many of these areas of specialisation, it is

important that the agent really understands the
market, product and customer benefits before
announcing themselves as spa and wellness experts.
However, business specialisation and product
diversification are the hallmarks of a good and
successful independent agent and these are areas
that we are going to encourage our member partners
to break into in the future.
Indeed, I was so impressed with the potential of

these markets that we have added a dedicated
session on spa and wellness to our annual Luxury
Connoisseur Conference which takes place at The
Montcalm March Arch Hotel in London on the 7th
November.
Finally, whilst you may argue that the connection

between the two subjects is slightly tenuous, they
both make the overall point that in business you
consistently need to review your products and
proposition - to present your business in the most
professional and attractive manner possible, offering
current and potential new customers with different
and exciting products.
After all, we all need to change and refresh our
image from time to time.

Industry Insight 
by...

Get the full makeover treatment says Colin O'Neill, business development
director at Advantage Travel Partnership

bulletinbriefing

"Business specialisation and product
diversification are the hallmarks of a good
and successful independent agent and
these are areas that we are going to
encourage our member partners to break
into in the future"
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“Up to now we have stopped short of
offering support and guidance in the area
of shop layout and design. In hindsight,
this can be potentially seen as a real gap in
our service range but one that that we are
rapidly intending to fill”
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VIRGIN HOLIDAYS has
issued its 2015/16 ‘Dubai,
Indian Ocean & Beyond’
brochure, valid for
departures from January 1,
2015 to April 30, 2016. 

Featuring a wide range of
destinations such as
Mauritius, Abu Dhabi,
Jordan and Nepal, the
brochure also sees the
introduction of new
locations in Sri Lanka and
Oman and never before
featured hotels including
the 4V VIDA Downtown

Dubai. Plus, for bookings
made before August 31,
2015, the company is
offering 30% off
accommodation for holidays
with travel between
December 23, 2015 and
January 3, 2016. 

The company's head of
product & commercial,
Angus Bond, said: “Our
worldwide programme
offers holidaymakers the
chance to explore
destinations as diverse as
cosmopolitan Dubai, off-the-

beaten-track Nepal and
honeymoon favourite, The
Maldives. We are excited
that with the launch of the
new brochure, we can now
offer our customers even
more choice and the
opportunity to travel to the
newly featured destinations
of east coast Sri Lanka and
the beach resort of Salalah
in Oman.”
For details see
www.vhols4agents.co.uk or
call 0844-557 3933.

BIRMINGHAM AIRPORT has
announced the opening of
Regus Express, a new drop-
in workplace for mobile and
flexible workers, situated
within a short walk of the
check-in and arrivals area.
The area features a

professional business

lounge and a suite of high-
end meeting rooms offering
instant, fully-equipped
workspace from £8. 
It has been designed for

business travellers as a
professional haven away
from noisy concourses, and
for business people seeking

a convenient location to
hold meetings. Customers
also have access to
dedicated parking spaces at
the airport.
For more information see
www.regus.co.uk

New rewards
programme from
Quark Expeditions

QUARK EXPEDITIONS has
launched a new rewards
programme to honor its
loyal travellers.

The Shackleton Club will
be available from next
month to coincide with the
Antarctic 2014/15 season,
and will offer benefits and
value-add options to guests. 

Benefits include
discounts on future travel,
combinable with other in-
market promotions; the
onboard option of either an
internet card or satellite
calling card; and cabin
upgrade (where available)
for Silver and Gold
members. 
For further information or
to book visit
www.quarkexpeditions.com
or call 0808-120 2333.

Ope
n f

or 
bu

sin
ess

!

5113

Packages with luggage, inflight meals and transfers
 &  upgrades*

 have a massive 45kg luggage allowance*
to The Gambia Experience

Travelling to The Gambia for 

Gambia.co.uk/Trade

For brochures, trade log-ins, webinar training & agency 
support, call 

The Gambia
Top five reasons to book with 
The Gambia Experience

*(Friday flights from 7th November 2014-24th April 2015)

from 

         15:35

newsbulletin

Regus Express opens for business at Birmingham Airport

Up to 30% off accommodation from Virgin Holidays  
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WTMnews

WTM IS launching its first comprehensive
programme to support the fast-growing
Wellness Tourism sector.
The Wellness Tourism sector is growing

at a phenomenal pace of 9% annually,
compared to the travel and tourism
industry’s 6%.
The WTM Wellness Tourism

programme, organised by Spafinder
Wellness 365 and in association with the
Global Wellness Tourism Congress, takes
place across three days of World Travel
Market 2014 – November 4-6  - with some
of the leading executives and experts from
the sector sharing their experience and

insights.
The first session on Tuesday will explore

what Wellness Tourism is and why it is
growing faster than the wider travel and
tourism industry, and the session will
include findings from the latest research in
the sector.
The second session on Wednesday looks

to define both Medical Tourism and
Wellness Tourism, which are often
confused. It will look at the opportunities in
both sectors and how they can work
together.
The third session on Thursday will look

at how national and regional governments,

as well as private sector businesses, have
successfully integrated wellness tourism
into their marketing campaigns.
Spafinder Wellness 365 managing

director, John Bevan, said: “I am excited by
this opportunity to increase the exposure of
the Wellness Tourism industry to the wider
global travel industry at WTM. The sector
offers a wide range of opportunities for the
travel and tourism industry to benefit from
and World Travel Market - with more than
50,000 senior industry executives in
attendance agreeing more than £2billion in
business deals - is the perfect platform to
help grow the sector further.”

THIS YEAR's WTM is hosting two new
seminar sessions looking at the
relationship between women and the
travel and tourism sector.
Held as part of WTM’s Women in

Travel programme, the two sessions
cover very different issues; with one
focusing on successful women travel
entrepreneurs and the other
addressing how the travel industry can
play a role in enhancing the lives and
future of women around the globe.
The Women in Travel programme

kicks off on Tuesday November 4 at
14.00, with successful female business
owners sharing tips and discussing
their individual career paths in Secrets
of Successful Female Trav-Preneurs.
Speakers include Julia Feuell,

founder and managing director of New
Frontiers and OTT travel training;
Mandy Nickerson, managing director of
Hexagon Travel; and Sarah Johnson,
managing director of PR company
Lotus UK. They will discuss what it
takes to be a female entrepreneur in a

male dominated sector, obstacles,
advantages and work-life balance
issues.
Julia Feuell said: “Female

entrepreneurs need a lot of
determination and dedication. Running
a business is like gardening. You always
have to plant seeds for flowers to grow
and to pull up weeds. You can never
ignore nor forget it! You must now and
again remember to admire it! The
audience can expect lots of tips and
advice on how to succeed as a woman
in the travel industry.”
On Wednesday November 5, at 12.30,

representatives from charity
organisations and distinguished travel
industry women will take part in
‘Women, Human Rights and the Travel
Industry – Helping or Hindering the
Future of Women?’
The session examines how women

are being subjected to all sort of
abuses in many countries around the
world and how the travel and tourism
industry has the potential to alleviate

the situation by providing women with a
way out of poverty and economic
dependence. But is the way in which
the industry approaches and develops
in high-risk destinations helping or
hindering the future of these women?
What could the industry do to support
them?
These issues will be discussed by a

panel of speakers including Tricia
Barnett, director of Equality in Tourism;
Gavin Bate, founder of Adventure
Alternative and Nora Russell,
fundraising and development manager
at Women for Women International.

VIRGIN ATLANTIC boss Craig Kreeger will tell delegates at
World Travel Market about plans for the airline’s future, as it
celebrates 30 years in the business.
Founded by Sir Richard Branson in 1984, the transatlantic

carrier now has a fleet of 40 long-haul aircraft, flying six million
passengers a year all over the world.
But it has reached a pivotal moment in its history, having

incurred heavy losses in recent years and seeing Delta Air Lines
replace Singapore Airlines as a major shareholder.
Now it seeks to capitalise on its strong position at Heathrow

Airport, maximise the benefits of its tie-up with Delta and
prepare for the arrival in October of its new Boeing 787
Dreamliner long-haul aircraft.
Kreeger replaced Virgin veteran Steve Ridgway as chief

executive in February 2013, after a 27-year career at American
Airlines.

He will participate in the third WTM airline seminar, which is
on Wednesday November 5, as part of WTM’s in-depth coverage
of the aviation market.
Delegates will be able to learn  how he is cutting costs at the

airline, without affecting its famous customer care ethic and
image.
Kreeger has also been vocal about the industry’s lobbying

efforts, Heathrow congestion and controversial policies such as
Air Passenger Duty, so these topics will also be on the agenda.
WTM will host other aviation seminars at ExCeL with top

airline bosses lined up to speak, including Wizz CEO, Jozsef
Varadi; Ryanair’s chief marketing officer, Kenny Jacobs; and
Chris Browne, chief operating officer of Aviation TUI Leisure.
The aviation seminar with Craig Kreeger of will take place in

Platinum Suites 3 and 4 on Wednesday November 5 from 11:30-
12:30. 

World Travel Market 2014 puts women in the spotlight in new seminar sessions

Kreeger to tell WTM about plans to pilot Virgin Atlantic

Debut Wellness Tourism programme acknowledges growth in industry
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ENIT highlights
Expo Milan 2015

THE ITALIAN National
Tourist Board (ENIT) will
use its presence at this
year's show to promote
Expo Milan 2015. 
The theme for this

year's event is 'Food -
Feeding the Planet, Energy
for Life' and 'Expo Milano
2015' is expected to attract
more than 20 million
visitors between its
opening on May 1 through
to October 31.
Organisers say that it

will be the largest event
ever devoted to food and
147 countries have already
confirmed their
participation. Exhibits and
events will look at how
technology, innovation,
culture, traditions and
creativity relate to food
and diet on a global scale.
ENIT is selling tickets to

the event and is looking to
talk to operators and
accommodation providers
who can use a visit to Expo
Milano 2015 as part of a
package.

THE GERMAN National Tourist Office will use
WTM to promote accessible and sustainable
tourism, alongside celebrations of the 25th
anniversary of the reunification of Germany, its
main focus for next year.
Accessible tourism is referred to by the

German authorities as 'without barriers'. In
May this year the GNTO updated its dedicated
website for travellers with reduced mobility,
impaired hearing or impaired vision.
The tourist office also works with the major

German transport providers to help provide a
one-stop shop for people with special travel
needs. National airline Lufthansa, train
operator Deutsche Bahn and ferry service
DFDS all provide dedicated information
through the www.germany.travel site.
Similarly, the dedicated website highlights

destinations and attractions which are
accessible. These range from selected
Bundesliga football stadiums to museums and
galleries.

A number of specialist UK tour operators
are also highlighted on the site, including The
Disabled Holiday Directory, Enable Holidays
and Tourism For All.
Meanwhile, sustainable tourism is also a

key pillar of the country's tourism strategy.
The GNTO sees sustainable tourism in terms
of social, ecological and economic impacts. For
example, the country has a Viabono grading
for hotels, with specific designations for hotels
which excel in terms of carbon neutral stays
('Climate') or using organic foods and green
energy sources ('Bio').
Visitors are encouraged to take advantage of

the many energy-efficient transport options,
from hiring licensed electric cars to using
motorised bicycles within city environments.
Visitors can also buy carbon offset certificates
to ensure that their overall trip is carbon
neutral.
For further information or to talk to members
of the GNTO, visit stand EM740.

Accessible & sustainable tourism focus from the GNTO

WTMeurope

AGENTS CANwin a holiday to the Channel Island of Guernsey at this
year's show. A roaming Guernsey Travel Agent Team will seek out

agents on Wednesday November 5 to run a short survey in return for
a drinks voucher at the Guernsey stand (UKI540) from 15:00-17:00.
Agents can then enter the holiday competition at the stand and speak

to the team about product development and news for 2015. 

VISIT FLANDERS will
commemorate ‘The Great
War Centenary’ at WTM by
asking visitors to plant
virtual poppies on its stand.

The tourism agency is
creating a virtual poppy field
via Facebook and will be
highlighting the campaign at
WTM, where its stand
number will be EM14-18 –
reflecting the dates of World
War One.

Its first ‘call to action’ for
the campaign was featured
on the poppy seed bags
which were handed out at
WTM 2013.

Copies of 'The Flanders

Fields Post' newspaper will
be handed to delegates, who
can read about events during
World War One, and how it is
being commemorated in
Flanders 100 years on.

The tourist office's director
UK and Ireland, Andrew
Daines, said: “World War
One turned out to be one of
the deadliest wars and
changed the face of history.
The contribution and
sacrifice made by the
hundreds and thousands of
men from across the UK and
around the world, and the
impact it had and continues
to have on society is almost

beyond comprehension.
“Flanders Fields bore

witness to some of the
worst atrocities, as well as
stories displaying immense
humility. Through this
newspaper, we invite people
to visit, to reflect, to
remember and to learn from
this monumental period in
history.”

The team at the stand will
also be promoting the
Belgian region’s cycling and
beer, where delegates will
have the chance to sample
Flemish beers, as well as
other produce such as fries
and ice-cream.

Visit Flanders commemorates Great War Centenary
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Q&A with Christina Kalogera, director of
the Greek National Tourism Organisation 
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WTMeurope

How have UK visitor statistics performed for Greece over
the last 12 months and are these figures in line with your
targets?
Whichever data set you look at, Greece has had a good year.
Figures from the Greek Statistical authority ELSTAT show that
in the first three months of 2014, there has been a 59%
increase of visitors from the UK (from 46,163 thousand UK
visitors to 73,245), whereas UK’s GFK data, which reads data
from travel agents and through a defined read of direct
bookings, showed that bookings to Greece increased by 10% in
the first three months of this year compared to 2013. Moreover,
provisional data provided by the Bank of Greece are even more
compelling showing an increase of 34% in UK arrivals to
Greece for the period January to June 2014, while tourism
receipts from the UK in the same period were up by a
staggering 40%.

What does your current campaign highlight and who,
specifically is it aimed at? 
‘Greece is the ideal destination for all ages and types of tourist’
and our goal is to attract all traveller types with tailor-made
messages and campaigns for different types of travellers.
Furthermore, making travel information easier for potential
visitors to access is another important goal for us. For example
the Visit Greece website now hosts real time ferry schedule
information for every island featured on visitgreece.gr, enabling
potential visitors to better plan their next trip to Greece. 

Have you noticed any trends emerging with UK visitors? 
According to the Office of National Statistics, the spending of
UK visitors in Greece has steadily been increasing year on year,
while the average length of stay has remained the same – an
average of 10.8 days. GFK data for the year up to March 2014
suggests that there has been an increase in family bookings,
an increase in the size of groups booking and a 20% increase
in all-inclusive. 

In what ways do you help agents sell Greece? 
Greece has a combination of activities in place for 2014 and a
lot more planned for 2015 making use of all resources
available to help agents sell Greece, including online training,
workshops, fam trips and roadshows. 

Are there any new operators featuring Greece for this
year - or new areas of the destinations? 
There are a number of operators who have had new itineraries
for this year and next. These include Ramblers who have
introduced walking holidays in Tinos and Rhodes during the
summer and winter this year and in 2015 they are introducing
new twin-centre holidays for Lesvos & Chios as well as  Epirus
& Meteora. Sunvil is introducing a new island in 2015 –
Thassos, and is expanding its programme to Halkidiki. It will be
the first tour operator to offer stays on Amouliani, which has a
range of exclusive beachfront accommodation. It is also
expanding its programme to the Cyclades with new islands of
Millos, Sifnos, Folegandros, Ios, Antiparos and the lesser
known 'Small Cyclades' Group - Amorgos, Schinoussa and
Koufonissi. Meanwhile, Planet Holidays is introducing a twin-
centre trip for Thessaloniki and Halkidiki in 2015 and will offer
the dynamic city of Thessaloniki for short breaks. Other
developments include Ionian & Aegean Island Holidays have
extended their season from early April to the end of November

for both 2014 and 2015; Cyplon Holidays is extending its
multicentre island hopping in 2015 and the itineraries
combining Athens as a city break plus one or two islands; Saga
Holidays will introduce an Aegean Variety Cruise from Athens
to various Islands in 2015; Sailing Holidays Ltd has a new
Flotilla programme around Peloponnese, which will end in
Monemvasia in 2015; and Macs Adventure has added four self-
guiding walking and cycling holidays in Greece in Crete, the
Peloponnese, Pelion and Santorini and Paxos. 

What developments have taken place over 
the last few months?
There are a number of big infrastructure projects in the
pipeline, such as the Elliniko Project, which will include one of
the biggest urban green spaces in Europe, and there are plans
for regional airports to be upgraded such as in Heraklion
Crete. Athens is a very dynamic city right now and streets in
the city centre are planned to be pedestrianised. There will also
be a direct subway connection from Athens Airport to Piraeus
port. In terms of new airline routes to Greece, TUI has added
Mykonos airport this year and BA has added Santorini and
Mykonos. Ryannair and easyJet are extending their flight
schedule to Crete until November this year.

What is your advice to agents selling Greece?
Greece does sun and sea brilliantly, but is so much more than
that. Whether their clients have been to Greece before or not,
Greece is a destination blessed with diversity and ideal for year
round holidays. Whether your clients want history and culture
or activity – walking, cycling, sailing or watersports - cruise,
luxury, seclusion or nightlife, they should think Greece! We will
have a product to match. 

The Greek National Tourism Organisation will be exhibiting
on stands EM1270 and EM1200.

TAP WILL showcase its latest news including an increased frequency
on its Lisbon service from next year, and continued focus on its Brazil
routes. Agents are invited to join an on-stand wine tasting and
networking event on Tuesday November 4 from 16:30-17:30, where
flight tickets are up for grabs and visitors can sample some of the
wines served on board. To attend email Jessicaf@hillsbalfour.com.
Agents are also invited to drop their business cards off at the stand
(EM1010) to enter the draw. There will be three lucky winners, each
winning a pair of return flight tickets to either Lisbon, Porto or Madeira. 
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WHEN IT COMES TO GREAT PARTNERS...

THINK BIG

GREAT CITIES. GREAT STORIES. 

For more information please contact Bernice on 
020 7808 6759 or bernicew@bigbustours.com

Award winning Hop on Hop off sightseeing 
Tours of London

24hr or 48hr tickets available offered with 
great commission rates

Fun & educational panoramic London tours!

Small or large groups. Interesting 
Itineraries. Personalised service.

Let us arrange a tour of London your group 
will never forget.
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CROISIEUROPE HAS three new ships
to promote at WTM this year – the
Loire Princesse which will cruise the
Loire, the Camargue which will cruise
the Rhone and the Gil Eanes which
will cruise the Douro. 

All three ships will join the line's
fleet in April 2015 and the company
will also be promoting some new
itineraries including an eight-day
coastal cruise from Athens to Istanbul
on the Belle de l’Adriatique, a six-day
Rhine cruise round-trip from Berlin

and two itineraries in France and in
Flanders that have been created to
commemorate the centenary of the
outbreak of World War One. 

The line will also be promoting
some itineraries that are exclusive to
them including a seven-day cruise
from Bordeaux taking in the
Dordogne and Garonne rivers as well
as the Gironde Estuary; a
combination cruise along the Rhine
and Rhone rivers from Amsterdam to
Avignon which takes a scenic and

culturally enriching route through
some of the continent’s most
treasured towns and sites of Holland,
Germany and France; two Rhine
cruises round-trip from Frankfurt;
and its Seine cruises between Paris
and Honfleur which take guests into
the heart of Honfleur rather than
transferring them in from ports such
as Le Havre. 
For more information see
www.croisieurope.co.uk 
or visit stand EM2050

CroisiEurope highlights new ships & itineraries for agents to promote in 2015

An artist’s impression of Loire Princesse
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Polish Tourist
Organisation
showcases latest
holiday ideas
AT THIS year's World
Travel Market in London,
Poland will present a
range of holiday offers at
stand EM 650, plus the
chance for visitors to meet
leading Polish tour
operators and regional
tourist boards including
representatives from the
Lubelskie region and the
Podkarpackie region. 
Exhibitors will present

their newest, bestselling
holiday offers, including
city breaks, health and spa
options, active holidays
and golfing experiences. 
For more information see
www.poland.travel 

THE GIBRALTAR Tourist
Board will be revealing more
details of its second
international literary festival,
scheduled to take place
shortly after WTM from
November 14-16.

The festival will feature a
world-class line-up including
Lord Carey, the former
Archbishop of Canterbury,
who will give an address and
preach at the festival service
at the Cathedral of the Holy

Trinity.
Cookery writer and actress

Madhur Jaffrey returns to the
event this year, as does
Joanne Harris, author of
several best-sellers including
Chocolat, and Kate Mosse, an
international bestseller who
will be discussing her new
novel, The Taxidermist’s
Daughter.

Also on the bill are
historian and television
presenter, Kate Williams,

whose recently published
biography is about
Napoleon’s Empress,
Josephine; and Jonathan
Fenby, former editor of The
Observer and The South
China Morning Post, who will
give two talks - one on the
future of China and the other,
as the biographer of General
de Gaulle, on the future of
France.
To find out more visit 
stand EM1345

Visit Denmark is returning to exhibit at WTM this year after a five-year break. The tourist board will be offering
visitors the chance to sip liquorice cocktails and take a selfie with The Little Mermaid at stand EM620. 

Gibraltar unveils details of International Literary Festival
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The Southern States join forces to
promote tourism to the UK
THE SOUTHERN States of South Carolina, North Carolina
and Georgia are showing a united front to encourage
more operators to consider multi-centre breaks to this
area of the US. 
The three states are drawing on both their similarities

and differences to promote to the UK market. In likeness
they share the same green landscapes, a culture rich in
history and a love for barbecue flavours; whilst separately
they offer their own unique representation of modern day
America. 
The partnership aims to highlight the ease of travel to

and around all three states. 
For more information see stand NA350P or visit
www.scprt.com

Mighty 5 campaign from Utah
THE UTAH Office of Tourism will have a delegation of five
representatives from Utah on its stand (NA350), where it
will be highlighting its Mighty 5 campaign, which features
the state’s five national parks - Arches, Bryce Canyon,
Canyonlands, Capitol Reef and Zion, plus latest news and
developments in Salt Lake City.
The team will also focus on recent ski developments

including Vail Resorts’ recent take over of Canyons and
Park City to create the largest ski area in the US for the
2015/16 season, with more than 7,000 acres of skiing, by
connecting the two resorts with a new lift.
In other news, the tourist office will be highlighting new

hotels, a new dinosaur museum and Moab Under Canvas,
a new ‘glamping’ site located close to both Arches
National Park and Canyonlands National Park. 
For further information see www.visitutah.com

THE MEXICO Tourism Board (MTB) has
announced that one of its key
messages this year is its reciprocal
agreement with the UK to promote
tourism between the two countries.
The Mexican and UK governments

have backed an initiative which sees
2015 officially designated as the Year
of Mexico in the UK and the Year of the
UK in Mexico.
The move provides a platform to

increase tourism, business,
investment trade and culture between
the UK and Mexico with a huge
promotional push in events,
campaigns, concerts, food festivals

and business contacts.
The incentive comes as the Mexico

Tourism Board announces arrivals
from the UK are 14% above previous
years and new routes to the Mexican
Pacific to Vallarta-Nayarit are proving
both successful and lucrative.
The MTB will unveil details of the

Government of Mexico’s ambitious
programme of artistic, cultural,
educational, scientific, economic,
culinary and tourism activities aimed
at building a legacy of a stronger
foundation for future mutual co-
operation at WTM.
The programme of the Year of

Mexico in UK will include exhibitions,
concerts, seminars, workshops,
festivals and joint research projects
which will seek to attract diverse
audiences in various British cities.
Through these events, the

Government of Mexico hopes to show
the people of Britain the diversity of
the cultural heritage of Mexico, its
rich history and strong traditions,
whilst at the same championing its
economic and commercial dynamism
as an exceptional location for trade,
investment and tourism.
For further information visit stand
LA300. 

UK & Mexico tourism announce joint marketing initiative to boost tourism

WTMamericas

TRUE BLUE Bay Boutique Resort in Grenada (stand CA101) is launching Yoga and Chocolate retreats that combine yoga with visits to
cocoa plantations and chocolate tastings. Running in February, May, October and December 2015, the retreats are for beginners and
experienced yogis. Days will begin with morning yoga sessions followed by a sunset meditation in the afternoon while sipping the local
cocoa tea. During the day, the resort will lay on a varied itinerary to include visits to an organic cocoa farm, chocolate tastings, lunches
at a historic plantation, cookery demonstrations and shopping excursions. There will also be workshops on the mudras and the health
benefits of smoothies and in the evenings there will be the chance to enjoy different types of dancing such as Latin and Zumba. The
resort has also announced that it will be one of the host hotels for the Chocolate Fest, which takes place from May 8-17, 2015. 
For details see www.truebluebay.com
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THIS YEAR at WTM, Rocky Mountaineer
(stand NA200) will be looking ahead to
its 25th anniversary next year when it
will offer 36 departures on its Coastal
Passage route, Rail and Cruise
holidays with Holland America and an
expanded selection of Circle Journeys
encompassing the best of rail travel on
multiple routes. 
The company is keen to promote its

new Coastal Passage route between

Seattle and Vancouver en route to the
Rockies which launched this year. The
introduction of Coastal Passage in May
marked the company’s fifth rail route
and the first time the rail service
departed from, and arrived into, the
United States. 
The Coastal Passage route can be

added to any of the operator's two-day
or more rail tours into the Canadian
Rockies. Departing from, and arriving

into, Seattle’s historic King Street
Station, guests will take in
monumental mountains such as Mount
Baker, the Cascade Mountains and the
shoreline of the Pacific Northwest. 
The company will also be promoting

its longer Circle Journeys and Rail &
Cruise as 50% of its guests take an
Alaska cruise either pre- or post-trip. 
For more information see
www.rockymountaineer.com

Rocky Mountaineer marks 25th anniversary by offering more options for 2015
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ON THURSDAY November 6 at 14:00, agents can pick up a 'Welcome to Fabulous Las Vegas' flashing sign from the Las Vegas stand
(NA250). The destination welcomed a record 39.7 million visitors in 2013 and the UK remains its number one source of overseas visitors,
attracting more than 400,000 travellers annually. Agents will also be able to find out about new hotel developments and attractions in the
city, as well as the new $350million Las Vegas arena developed by AEG and MGM Resorts International. 
For details see www.visitlasvegas.co.uk

THIS YEAR at WTM, Brand
USA, the destination
marketing organisation for
the United States, will be
promoting its USA Discovery
Program. 
The online training

programme for agents in
the UK and Ireland has
recently launched a new
Luxury Specialist badge, as
well as going global with
the site launching in India,
Australia and New Zealand. 

For agents attending
WTM on Thursday
November 6, there will be a
new incentive for some
lucky winners who visit the
stand. Agents can also find
out more about the annual
megafam in partnership
with British Airways and
American Airlines. Details
of itineraries, including the
finale location, will be
released, as well as
confirmation of how agents

will be able to enter to win a
spot.
Meanwhile, the company

and its partners will be
inviting key industry to the
USA Pavilion to enjoy an
American-themed
networking event to
highlight gastro-tourism in
the US in support of its
recent culinary initiative. 
The event will be held

from 17:00-18:30 on
Tuesday November 4 and

will showcase food and
drink produce from across
the US. Destinations within
the Brand USA Pavilion
have been invited to
showcase their own
indigenous cuisine, plus
guests are invited to join the
event and share in the
atmosphere. 
For further information see
www.discoveramerica.com/fo
odstories or visit stand
NA350/J

Brand USA promotes new badges for online USA Discovery Program
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FEBRUARY 15, 2015 will mark 50 years since the
introduction of the iconic Canadian Maple Leaf Flag.
Up until the 1960s Canada had flown the Red Ensign,

a banner adapted from the British Union Jack. But as
1967 would mark the nations centenary, it was decided
that a newly designed flag was needed  in the cause of
national unity.
A 15 member strong flag committee ultimately

decided, from more than 2,100 submissions, that the
Red and White flag with a single Maple Leaf, would meet
the criteria: simplicity, easily recognisable, traditional
colours and traditional symbols  and “must serve as a
rallying symbol and hence be a unifying force”. 
To mark the 50 years of their flag, the Canadian

Tourism Commission (CTC) is inviting travel agents to
come and flag up their reasons for people to visit
Canada in 2015. Agents will be able to submit their
hand written and drawn entries on especially created
bunting  which will be at the Canada Stand (NA200)
reception desk, manned by the team from the Canadian
Tourism Commission.  
The top ten flags as judged by the CTC will be entered

into a prize draw to win one of ten, £50 Amazon gift
vouchers. 
Prizes will be drawn the week commencing November
10, with winners being notified by email.

Canadian Tourism Commission announces travel agent competition 

PICTURED ANNOUNCING the new initiative for agents, which
launches at this year's WTM is the CTC's Adam Hanmer (left) and
Rupert Peters
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What’s on in 2015? 
The islands come alive for GGrreennaaddaa SSaaiilliinngg WWeeeekk
((2299 JJaannuuaarryy--33 FFeebbrruuaarryy)), a distinctly Caribbean
regatta that inspires plenty of excitement, even in
those without sea legs. Next December the Royal
Ocean Racing Club (RORC) will hold its second
transatlantic race setting off from Lanzarote in
late November.
Cricket fans will flock to the Spice Isle in April as
the island hosts the Second Test, pitting England
against the West Indies on 21-25 April – the first
time the teams have met in Grenada.  This will
inspire an especially warm welcome from the
people of Grenada, Carriacou and Petite
Martinique!
May will also bring the second annual Grenada
Chocolate Festival,: experience everything from
chocolate spa treatments to bean to bar tours at
the marvellous Belmont Estate.
The premier cultural event, ‘Spice Mas’, is
Grenadian celebration in all its glory, climaxing
during the second Monday and Tuesday in
August. Brimming with pageantry and expression
linked to the island’s African, French, British and
Caribbean heritage, Calypsonians, steel pan
orchestras and ‘fancy mas’ bands
abound . Nutmeg
Spice Festival –
November 2015,
Spread across the
island, the festival
schedule will temp
visitors with culinary
competitions, art and
photographic shows,
new spice trails, spa
and wellness
experiences and a
Spice Fish Friday.

Pure Grenada – the new-look brand for Grenada
Tourism Authority - launched earlier this year and since
then the island has seen a 16 per cent jump in the
number of UK visitors*!

With four flights each week all year round – both British
Airways and Virgin Atlantic fly from Gatwick twice
weekly – Grenada is easier to get to than ever. 

PURE GRENADA,
THE SPICE OF THE CARIBBEAN 

www.travelbulletin.co.ukOctober 17 2014

puregrenada advertorial 

AA lliittttllee cclloosseerr ttoo hhoommee,, vviissiitt uuss oonn ssttaanndd CCAA 110011 aatt
WWTTMM..  Learn about the many family-owned and
managed hotels and resorts – beachfront,
surrounded by rainforest, tucked away in the hills,
commanding spectacular sea views: something
for all tastes.
On Wednesday 5th set aside time for the CTO
Caribbean Agent Training Day on stand CA265 with
Grenada presentations - and don’t forget the
renowned Caribbean Street Party from 5pm…
Get ready to sign up for the Grenada Tourism
Authority (GTA)'s Grenada Ambassadors
Programme on Tuesday and Wednesday: the first
five agents on each day will be rewarded with a
bar of luxury Grenada chocolate, or a taster bottle
of Rum.

See you on
stand CA101!

GGrreennaaddaa TToouurriissmm AAuutthhoorriittyy
11 LLyyrriicc SSqquuaarree
LLoonnddoonn WW66 00NNBB

TT:: ++++ 4444 ((00))220088 332288 00664444
EE:: ggttaa@@eeyyeess22mmaarrkkeett..ccoo..uukk
wwwwww..ppuurreeggrreennaaddaa..ccoomm 

� � �� �� �� �
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PICTURED ON a recent Papua New Guinea (PNG) fam trip are, from the left: Robin Russell Pavier, PNG
Tourism; Charles Knight, Steppes; Chris Barfoot, Audley; Polly Rusyn, Explore; and Kim Romanski,
PNG Tourism. The tourist board will be exhibiting at this year's show (stand AS265) and will be
highlighting upcoming fam trip opportunities, a boost in aviation capacity and the increase in demand
for both culture and cruise holidays. 
For details see www.papuanewguinea.travel 
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AGENTS ARE encouraged to come to the Visit California stand
(NA240) to sign up for the online training programme, California
Expert. Any agents who register for the programme  at WTM will
be entered into a prize draw to win Dream Big inspired prizes.
Agents can also pick up a copy of the new Visit California
SuperFAM 2014 brochure which features top tips on how to sell
the Golden State. 
For more information see www.californiaexpert.co.uk 

Win a free fam trip
to the Dominican

Republic
THE DOMINICAN Republic
is hosting a happy hour on
its stand (CA300) on
Monday and Tuesday
(14:30-15:30) to toast the
new non-stop direct
British Airways flight to
Punta Cana this month, as
well as the return of Iberia
flights from Heathrow via
Madrid to Santo Domingo. 
Agents and operators

are also being invited to
the stand to drop off their
business cards for the
chance to win a free place
on a fam trip in 2015.
Meanwhile, the tourist

board is welcoming three
new hotel developments in
its capital, Santo Domingo
-  JW Marriott, a new
Sheraton hotel and the
Billini Luxury Boutique
Hotel.  

InBrief
�  AT THE Caribbean Training Day on Wednesday
November 5, Sunrise Marketing will be introducing
agents to the company’s Personal Touch service that
enables agents to provide complimentary gifts for their
clients. Agents confirming five bookings will also be
rewarded with a goodie bag. 
For details see www.sunrisemarketing.co.uk

� NEW YORK City is on track for another record year for
visitation in 2014 and projected figures show a rise in UK
visitors for 2014. This winter, Jet2 is running 16 pre-
Christmas departures from regional UK airports - up
from eight last year - and in 2015 scheduled airlift will
also increase with extra services from Virgin Atlantic,
Thomas Cook Airlines and IcelandAir departing from
London, Manchester and Birmingham. NYC & Company
will speak to agents about the resources available to
them, including the NYC Travel Training Academy and
neighbourhood toolkits to help them sell less well-
known areas of the city. 
Visit stand NA300 or see www.nycgo.com 

� AGENTS VISITING the Bahamas Tourist Office stand
(CA250) and then register and complete its online
training course will be entered in a draw to win a place
on a Bahamas fam trip in 2015. 
For details see
http://nassauparadiseisland.mytrainingrewards.com/si
gnin/main/
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InBrief
� KIM BUTLER, the Greater
Fort Lauderdale
Convention & Visitor
Bureau’s new vice
president for marketing &
communications, will be
on stand NA400 to discuss
the new hotel
developments in the area.
Next year is set to be an
exciting year for Fort
Lauderdale’s hotel scene
with multiple new
properties scheduled to
open. For details see
www.sunny.org

� CHOOSE CHICAGO (stand
NA350J) will be giving
away some of the city’s
famous Garrett’s Popcorn
on Tuesday of WTM.
Agents can also visit the
stand to learn more about
the Windy City and its

tourism offerings. 

� BIG BUS Tours (UKI301)
has launched a new
operation in New York City.
The tour offers 30 stops
spanning Downtown,
Midtown and Uptown
including popular NYC
highlights such as Times
Square, Greenwich
Village, Central Park and a
number of well-known
museums. See
www.bigbustours.com

� AIR TRANSAT is exhibiting
on the Canada stand
(NA200) at WTM to
showcase new product
developments. These
include onboard Wi-Fi, in-
flight entertainment
(including individual touch
screens with on-demand

entertainment on its
Airbus A330 fleet, and
allowing passengers on
the Airbus A310s access to
films, TV shows and music
through their own
personal tablets, smart
phones and laptops) as
well as developments to
the website and booking
engine.

� AIR EUROPA (stand
CA210) is inviting agents to
visit the stand to find out
more about its services
across Latin America and
the Caribbean, plus the
chance to win an all-
inclusive holiday either to
Puerto Plata (Dominican
Republic) or Tenerife, in
association with its
partners Be Live Hotels
and Welcomebeds.com.

Barbados
announces new

rebrand 
BARBADOS TOURISM
Marketing (stand CA200)
will be announcing a new
restructure and rebrand
at this year's show,
where the company's
new CEO, William
(‘Billy’) Griffith, will also
be attending to meet
visitors at the stand.
Built as a reform to

the original Barbados
Tourism Authority (BTA),
the new divisions - the
Barbados Tourism
Marketing Inc. (BTMI)
and the Barbados
Tourism Product
Authority (BTPA) - will
work together to create
a new organisation
focused on promoting
the island. 

THE UK’s 100% Trade Only Tour Operator
Call Reservations FREE on 0800 0224 182

3228

13 Day WONDERS OF Brazil
INCLUDES
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

HIGHLIGHTS 

@T2newsIncentive terms & conditions: http://www.travel2.com/sitecontent/terms/braziliant.html

 03 May - 21 Jun 14  

From £2,689pp

Rio De Janeiro
©Brazilian Tourism Board

Book a minimum of 5 
nights to Brazil and win 
one of 4 fantastic Brazilian 
Experiences with Travel 2.  
Visit www.travel2.com for 
full terms & conditions.
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Visit the Falkland Islands for a
chance to wina host of prizes
TRAVEL AGENTS visiting the Falkland Islands Tourist Board
(FITB) at stand LA249 will be in with the chance of winning a
host of prizes, from a Falklands goodie bag to a place on a fam
trip and even an iPad.
Visitors to the show can drop by the stand to swipe their badge
and be entered into a draw to win an iPad as well as a place on
a fam trip in 2015.  There will also be an on stand promotion to
win a goodie bag filled with authentic Falkland Islands
products including some Diddle Dee Jam. The FITB mascot,
Stanley the Penguin, will also be on hand for photo
opportunities.
Representatives from the FITB will be sharing details of a new
travel agent training module as well as launching the new
'How to Sell the Falklands' brochure.

Grenada Tourism Authority welcomes BA
summer schedule

THE GRENADA Tourism Authority (GTA) has welcomed
the new 2015 British Airways summer schedule,
reasserting its aim to further build on the 16% year-
on-year increase in UK visitors experienced in the first
half of 2014.
From March 31, 2015 the twice-weekly service from

Gatwick to Grenada will operate via Antigua on
Tuesday, and continue to operate via St Lucia on
Sunday.
General manager of the GTA, Sharon Bernstein, said:

“With four flights each week, two with British Airways
and two with Virgin Atlantic, and a diverse range of
high quality accommodation, Grenada continues to be
the ideal island for those seeking an authentic
Caribbean holiday.”
The first five agents to sign up for the Grenada

Tourism Authority (GTA)'s specialist training
programme on Tuesday and Wednesday will be
rewarded with a bar of luxury Grenada chocolate. All
agents signing up on those days will be entered into
a daily draw to win a bottle of rum from Pure
Grenada. 
For further information call 020-8328 0644 or visit
stand CA101. 
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Offer
Why Alamo’s the  
No.1 for USA car hire:

Up to 30% off fully inclusive packages 
for Travel Industry professionals

On-airport locations & award-winning 
customer service

No hidden extras or credit card fees

Free 24 hour roadside assistance

No cancellation charge

www.alamo.co.uk/travelbulletin
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30% OFF YOUR USA CAR HIRE
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New hotel for Universal Orlando Resort
UNIVERSAL AND Loews Hotels & Resorts have announced a
new hotel for Universal Orlando Resort, which is scheduled to
open in the summer of 2016. 
Guests visiting the new Loews Sapphire Falls Resort will

walk into a colourful Caribbean hideaway built around a lush,
tropical lagoon and towering waterfall. The new hotel will be
located across Adventure Way from the new Cabana Bay
Beach Resort. It will become the destination’s fifth resort hotel
and will offer 1,000 rooms, including 77 suites. 
For details see www.universalorlando.co.uk or visit stand
NA440.
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WORLD TRAVEL Market has signed another
emirate from the United Arab Emirates
(UAE), meaning six out of the seven states
will be represented at this year's event. 
Exhibiting at the event for the first time

this year will be the Ajman Tourism
Development Department (ATDD). It will be
joined by Ras Al Khaimah Tourism
Development Authority, which made its
debut at WTM in 2013, and will return for
2014 with a larger stand.
Four other emirates have attended WTM

for many years: Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Fujairah
and Sharjah. The only state from UAE which
will not be at WTM is Um al-Quwain, which
has the smallest population of the seven
emirates.
HE Faisal Al Nuaimi, the general

manager of ATDD, said WTM will see the
launch of a promotional campaign aimed at
luring more tourists to Ajman. He said:
"ATDD will showcase the emirate’s
heritage, castles and archaeology along
with recreational, ecological and religious
attractions. WTM offers a good opportunity
to review the developments in the various
travel sectors and get posted on the latest
insights, trends and knowledge serving the
rapid development in the establishment of
travel agencies.
“The ATDD vision is a ‘Charming Emirate

and Unique Tourism Experience’ and its
mission is ‘the development and

sustainability of the emirate’s tourism
sector’. At WTM 2014, we will highlight a
number of messages, including our delivery
of a unique experience in terms of
stakeholder satisfaction.”
Ras Al Khaimah – the northern-most

emirate of the UAE – is 45 minutes from
Dubai International Airport and launched its
Tourism Development Authority in 2011.
The UK is one of Ras Al Khaimah’s top

three source markets and British tourists
primarily visit to enjoy the emirate’s beach
hotels and resorts, which feature brands
such as Waldorf Astoria, DoubleTree by
Hilton and Banyan Tree.
Steven Rice, chief executive of Ras Al

Khaimah TDA, said: “Our presence at WTM
comes as a testament of our commitment
to continue strengthening our ties with the
UK as one of our top source markets; and
exemplifies our initiatives to further grow
the emirate’s brand presence, which with
its temperate climate, stunning landscapes,
best beaches in the UAE and vast outdoor
adventure offering, is fast establishing itself
internationally as a premier global
affordable luxury destination.
“We are looking forward to meeting

leading tour operators, marketing
opportunities and potential travel trade
partners.”
Ras Al Khaimah will be on stand ME450

and Ajman will be exhibiting on stand ME260.

Jordan Tourist
Board marks 25
years of Indiana

Jones film
THE JORDAN Tourism Board
is celebrating 25 years of the
classic movie Indiana Jones
and the Last Crusade at
WTM. 
Parts of the film, starring

Harrison Ford, directed by
Steven Spielberg and co-
written by George Lucas,
were filmed at Petra in
Jordan. More recently,
Jordan welcomed celebrity
chef Ainsley Harriott for his
forthcoming TV series on
street food. The show saw
Ainsley sample some
traditional Bedouin
specialities as well as typical
Amman street fare.
The tourism board has

also announced its first 18-
hole golf course in the Red
Sea resort of Aqaba. Due to
open in early spring and
designed by Greg Norman,
the golf course is part of a
wider $1billion development
from Ayla Oasis
Development Company.
Visitors to the stand can

also learn about further
major developments in the
country, including the new
Abdali project which is set to
create a new downtown area
in the capital Amman.
Meanwhile, the tourism

board has become the first in
the Middle East to introduce
a virtual visitor centre and
online chat feature to its
website. These two user-
friendly developments along
with the interactive trip
planner will help visitors
when planning a self-guided
visit.
For details see
www.visitjordan.com or visit
stand ME150.

THE ABU Dhabi Tourism and Culture Authority is inviting
visitors to cycle and fly around Abu Dhabi attractions on a
unique 3D game at its stand (ME300), with prizes to be won
every day. Visitors can also have their photo taken with a
falcon, let a specialist artist create a henna design for them
and take the opportunity to learn more about the Arabian
debut of BBC Worldwide’s Blue Planet in Concert, the return
of the adrenaline-fuelled Volvo Ocean Race or the opening of

Louvre Abu Dhabi in 2015. Agents are also incited to a Arabic
cultural experience on Wednesday at 11:00, 13:00, 15:00 and
16:00 and on Thursday at 11:00, 13:00 and 14:00. Highlights
include sampling the Bedouin tent cushion area, drinking
Arabic coffee and taking part in a perfume taster session.
Each session will last approximately 20 minutes with ten-15
agents attending, and one agent will be selected daily from
each session for a chance to win a place on a 2015 fam trip. 

Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority showcases 3D game that highlights attractions

WTMmiddleeast

TRAVEL AGENTS visiting the Israel Government Tourist Office stand (EM850) can collect a selection of
educational material and learn more about the destination. On Tuesday from 15:00-17:00, the tourism
board will be hosting a drinks reception, and new promotions include destinations such as Tel Aviv,
Jerusalem, the Dead Sea, the Galilee and the Negev Desert.  

Gulf tourism boosted as sixth emirate joins WTM line-up
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DUBAI REPORTS that UK visitor numbers are up to 8.5% for
January to August in direct comparison to the same period in
2013, with the UK remaining the destination's third largest
source market after Saudi Arabia and India respectively. 
On a global scale, hotels welcomed more than 5.8 million

tourists in the first half of 2014 – the highest number of visitors
ever achieved in the first six months of the year.
Dubai Tourism's UK & Ireland director, Ian Scott, said: "In

order to continue to increase our visitor numbers and make our
Tourism Vision for 2020 a reality, we are working hard to
expand and enhance our tourism offering in order to attract
both new and repeat visitors. 
"Next year will bring an increase in accommodation outside

of the five-star bracket; the fruition of a number of innovative
and exciting attractions that have been in development over the
last few years from theme parks to the new cultural quarter;
new and improved infrastructure including a tram network; and
a number of new events spanning gastronomy, music, sport, art
and culture."
On its stand at WTM (ME200) Dubai will be promoting its

family product, new hotel and attractions as well as its events
calendar spanning gastronomy, music, sport, art and culture.
Agents can see the Dubai Foodscape being built on stand to
promote Dubai Food Festival whose line up will be announced
at the show, as well as have their picture taken with Dubai’s
friendly falcon. 

Dubai sets its sights on promoting new hotels & attractions to WTM visitors

WTMmiddleeast
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Qatar announces launch of Tawash
training programme
THE QATAR Tourism Authority (QTA) will be promoting its
new trade initiative – an online training programme called
Tawash at WTM. 
The programme is designed to build awareness and

educate the travel trade about Qatar and its tourist
attractions, including its beaches, world-class golf, off-
road cycling, fossil hunting experiences and desert dunes
at the inland sea.
Through Tawash, the QTA plans to develop an

international team of accredited travel trade experts with
the necessary knowledge to act as effective ambassadors
and partners in marketing and selling Qatar as top
international destination for leisure travel.
At WTM, the QTA will be running an incentive

programme, offering a pearl to the first 50 trade partners
to complete the programme.
Historically, pearl fishing has been a huge industry in

Qatar and the wider Gulf region. Even though it isn’t a
major local business anymore, many Qataris are still proud
of the tradition.
Under the overall theme ‘Timelessly Traditional…

Distinctly Modern’ at WTM, the QTA will focus on
highlighting the region’s qualities as a leisure destination
with the aim of diversifying the country’s tourism industry.
Visitors to the Qatar stand can also find out about a new

hotel brand that recently opened in Doha‘s West Bay
district, the Marriott Marquis City Center Doha Hotel.
For further information visit stand ME100. 

WORLD TRAVEL Market
will welcome
representation from Saudi
Arabia on to the exhibition
floor for the first time this
year, as the Saudi
government unveils plans
to invest heavily into its
tourism industry over the
next decade.
Representation from The
Saudi Commission for
Tourism & Antiquities
(SCTA), along with the
country’s national airline
Saudi Airlines and flynas,
the leading low-cost Saudi
airline offering cheap
flights to the Middle East,
Europe and Asia, will all
be exhibiting from
November 3-6. 
Last year WTM facilitated
business deals worth more
than £2.2billion – with
Middle Eastern exhibitors
benefiting from
£144million of business.
This was generated
through contracts signed
with WTM Buyers’ Club
members at the event or
from further negotiations.
The plan for the Saudi
government to invest more
than £18billion in tourism
from 2013 to 2023 was
reported last year in a
MENA tourism and
hospitality report by
research consultancy
Aranca. Their main
objectives are to provide

employment opportunities
for the many Saudi
graduates and cope with
the increasing number of
visitors, which is
estimated to increase at a
compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 2% to 21.3
million over the next
decade.
The SCTA recently
announced its £1.85million
plan to set-up tourist
information centres across
the country that provide
information on domestic
events.
Hamad A Alsheikh, VP for
marketing and
programmes at the Saudi
Commission for Tourism
and Antiquities (SCTA)
said: “Saudi aims to
highlight the historic
potentials of the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia as a
crossroad of civilizations
through displaying part of
its history, heritage,
achievements and tourism
potentials by way of print
material and direct
communication.
“We plan to highlight and
introduce the existing
tourism investments in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in
different fields, especially
in the convention and
exhibition sector and
accommodation sector, in
addition to other tourism
and investment areas.”

WTMmiddleeast

ROTANA (STAND GV610) is inviting WTM visitors to drop their business card in for the chance to win one of four prizes to four of Rotana’s
luxury five-star resorts in Salalah, Oman; Sharm el Sheikh, Egypt; Dubai and Abu Dhabi, UAE.  Each day, one prize will be drawn and
announced by the group's president and CEO, Omer Kaddouri, who will also be announcing 12 new hotel openings, including the
expansion into three new territories.

First time exhibitor Saudi looks to WTM to
help grow tourism
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Korea promotes
new online training
course for agents 
THE KOREA Tourism
Organisation is inviting
agents to find out more
about its new OTT training
course at
www.gokoreatraining.com
during WTM. Asiana
Airlines' connected OTT
course will also be
promoted and any agent
visiting the Asiana desk at
AS450 to discuss both
courses will receive a free
gift. 

Meanwhile, Korea is
promoting sports tourism
at this year's show,
highlighting adventure and
extreme sports such as
sailing, cycling, triathlon,
taekwondo and
marathons, for both
professional athletes and
amateurs.
This year Korea will be

officially unveiling a new
brand logo ‘Imagine Your
Korea’ with a major
advertising campaign
throughout the ExCeL
centre and a new CEO will
be attending WTM to
officially announce the
new brand.  

WTMasiapacific

TAHITI TOURISME (stand AS265) will unveil its new global brand positioning and identity for the Islands of Tahiti, celebrating generosity,
elegance and curiosity. The new brand focuses on local people, culture and food, and the tourism board will also be highlighting new
product developments including the opening of The Brando, an eco-friendly luxury resort on the Polynesian atoll of Tetiaroa, Marlon
Brando’s private island.

InBrief
�  THE DEPARTMENT of Tourism (DOT) has declared 2015 Visit the Philippines Year
(VPY) as it coincides with major events like the Papal Visit in January and the Asia
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Ministerial Meetings and Leaders’ Summit. To
drum up more interest for VPY 2015, the DOT has given its website (It’s More Fun in
the Philippines) a makeover. The site aims to be a one-stop portal for all queries
about travelling to the Philippines, its must-visit destinations and events in 2015. For
details see  www.itsmorefuninthephilippines.com The DOT has also developed a
microsite inside the new website to serve as a directory to everything the Philippines
has to offer. For details see  phl2015.itsmorefuninthephilippines.com 

� TRAVEL AGENTS visiting the Tourism Council of Bhutan (stand IN149) can learn
details of new developments for 2015. Next year will be celebrated as ‘Visit Bhutan
Year’ to commemorate the Bhutanese 4th King’s 60th birthday and will see a host of
attractions and special events taking place. As well as destination information, there
will be useful maps, guides and DVDs for travel agents to pick up.

THAILAND BASED hospitality-management
company ONYX Hospitality Group is
celebrating the developments of an exciting
year, which sees the group on track to meet its
strategic plan to manage 81 hotels, resorts
and serviced apartments by 2018. 
The group currently manages 51 properties,
with 16 properties in development, and will be
discussing the ongoing development of both
the Amari and OZO brands, including
expansion to Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Qatar,
and in the future, Malaysia, Bali and China, as
well as well as announcing new expansion at
Amari Phuket, Thailand.
Meanwhile, to celebrate the announcement of
Amari Phuket's new expansion, the group is

holding an incentive for visitors to the stand to
win a fam trip to Amari Phuket during the soft
opening phase.  The competition (in the form
of a business card drop) will take place all week.
In addition, to celebrate the ongoing
development of the OZO brand, a ‘Where’s
Wooly Treasure Hunt’ is taking place all day on
Thursday November 6. Visitors should drop by
the stand to pick up an entry form with
instructions. All entrants will win a mini
“Wooly” sheep, with the star prize winning a
five-night stay at the company's hotel of their
choice - in Colombo, Samui, Hong Kong or
Pattaya. 
For more information visit stand AS300 or see
www.onyx-hospitality.com   

New developments and agent competitions from ONYX
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Heliservices (HK) Ltd.

Email : chp@heliservices.com.hk
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THE TAIWAN Tourism Bureau will introduce its newest tourism ambassador, ‘Oh! Bear’, at this year's event, which is based on the
Formosan Brown Bears which are found on the island. Oh! Bear wears Taiwan’s official ‘The heart of Asia’ logo and will be at WTM to help
promote the country’s diverse range of cities, cultures, landscapes and cuisine. For details visit stand AS550. 
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InBrief
�  THE SAMOA Tourism Authority (AS265) is offering
giveaways for agents on Wednesday and Thursday at
WTM including stress balls and Samoan silk pouches.
There will be a business card draw at 16:00 on Thursday
November 6, offering two tickets to the QBE
International: England v Samoa match at Twickenham
on November 22. Agents wishing to apply for a place on
the Samoa Tourism Exchange (May 11-15, 2015), which
includes a fam trip, flights and tickets to the Samoa
Tourism Exchange Roadshow, can also do so at the
stand. 

� KHIRI TRAVEL CEO, Willem Niemeijer, will speak as a
panelist at The Responsible Tourism Debate: Child
Protection on November 5 from 15:45-17:00 in Platinum
Suite 3 & 4. The operator will be exhibiting at the Sri
Lanka stand (AS130) and the Global Discovery alliance
booth (GV720).

�  HELISERVICES, WHICH offers sightseeing, filming and
photography tours in Hong Kong, is exhibiting at this
year's show (stand AS730). The company focuses on
providing premier helicopter tour and charter services to
tourists, ranging from a five-minute introductory tour of
Victoria Harbour to a complete 45-minute aerial tour of
Hong Kong Island, Kowloon, the New Territories and
Lantau Island. 

WTMasiapacific
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@T2news

THE UK’s 100% Trade Only Tour Operator
Call Reservations FREE on 0800 0224 182
*Incentive Terms & Conditions: http://www.travel2.com/sitecontent/terms/malaysia2014.html

INCLUDES:
• Return flights with Malaysia Airlines

• 3 nights at 4* Hotel Istana, Kuala Lumpur, B&B

• 8 nights at 4* The Pacific Sutera Hotel, Kota Kinabalu, Borneo, B&B

• All transfers

INCLUDES:
• Return flights with Malaysia Airlines

• 8 nights at The Westin Langkawi Resort & Spa, B&B

• Return transfers

From

£1,089PP

FREE BREAKFAST
+ 1 FREE NIGHT

2 FREE NIGHTS

From

£1,199PP

Travel dates: 01 - 30 Nov 14 Travel dates: 01 - 30 Nov 14

11 NIGHTS Kuala Lumpur & Borneo 8 NIGHTS Langkawi

Win £200 of Ticketmaster Vouchers with your Malaysia Booking!*

Blessed with a wealth of natural wonders, Malaysia is a well-known eco-tourism destination. The country’s lush 
rainforests and rugged terrains make it one of the best places for eco-adventure. 

Fly With Malaysia Airlines
Well-known for its award winning cabin crew providing gracious and warm Malaysian hospitality, Malaysia Airlines offer 
the only non-stop service between the UK and Malaysia, with fast and easy connections to further destinations.
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LUXURY TRAVEL Ltd
(www.luxurytravels.asia) is offering
travel professionals fam trips to
experience Vietnam and take on the
role of a Vietnam travel specialist at
WTM.
The programme is designed for

travel sellers and they join what the
company claims are its ‘bestselling
tours’ starting in Hanoi and ending in
Saigon.
The trips depart on the first of every

month, with an optional extension to
Angkor Wat, Siem Reap, Cambodia or
a Vietnam beach resort.
The company's sales and marketing

director, Hung Nguyen, said: "Our

private fam trip is an opportunity to
become familiar with our luxury tour
programme. Attendees receive a
certificate acknowledging them as
Vietnam travel experts after each
trip.” 
Fam trip bookings are available

online, but for detailed information
agents can email
sales@luxurytravelvietnam.com.
The trips are not free initially, but

they can be if the travel agent books a
client after completing the trip. Travel
agents can pay by credit card. The full
amount  is required upon
confirmation and is refundable on
completion of the first booking with

the operator before December 31,
2015. The fee for spouses and
travelling companions is non-
refundable. 
To be eligible travel professionals

must supply their name, position at
the company, national tourism
member, ABTA, ASTA or PATA
member code if any and a
confirmation fax number or business
email and website.
All trips are subject to limited

availability on specific travel dates
and reservations must be filed at least
one month before departure date.
For further information visit
www.luxurytravels.asia  

Test drive luxury travel on a fam trip to Vietnam & Cambodia

THE SUN SIYAM Iru Fushi Resort in the Maldives will be at WTM to
promote its new flyboarding activity, which sees the rider
standing on a board connected by a long hose and water is forced
under pressure to a pair of boots with jet nozzles.  This provides
thrust for the rider to fly up to 15m in the air. 
For more information visit stand AS230. 

IN 2015 Mauritius will host the tri-sanctioned golf tournament,
endorsed by the European, Asian and Sunshine Tours, for the first
time. The AfrAsia Bank Mauritius Open will take place from May
7-10 and is expected to draw the top performing golfers from
each of the three tours. It will be played at Heritage Golf Club over
four days and a total prize fund of �1million available to the
professional golfers is the highest prize to be paid out for a golf
tournament held in Mauritius. The AfrAsia Bank Mauritius Open
looks set to attract not only top professional golfers, but also
golfing fans from around the world. For two years the tournament
will be held at Heritage Golf Club and for a further two years it
will be held at Four Seasons Golf Club Mauritius at Anahita. 
For details visit stand AS200 or see www.tourism-mauritius.mu

InBrief
�  GARUDA INDONESIA’S stand (AS640) will feature the airline's Economy Class seats and visitors will also have the
chance to win a return flight to Indonesia. 

�  TOURISM FIJI is inviting travel agents to register for its new online training platform called Fiji Matai Programme. All
registered agents will receive industry updates and those completing the programme will get a certificate and stamp to
use on their internal promotional material. There will be also be incentives and front-line sellers will be better promoted
on its consumer-facing at www.fiji.travel. 
For details visit stand AS255. 
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KWAZULU-NATAL is inviting agents to the SAT stand (AF300)
on Wednesday November 5 from 16:30 to sample some
authentic cuisine. Dishes will include mini bunny chow,
Durban style samosa, boerewors rolls and a koeksister,
served with a chilled drink while networking with the TKZN
team and WTM colleagues. 
The region will be highlighting new developments at this

year's show including new hotels and properties such as
the Rhino Ridge Safari Lodge which opens in December.
The lodge is situated on the western boundary in the first
private concession within Africa’s oldest proclaimed Game

Reserve Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park, Northern KwaZulu Natal. 
Set in a 96,000 hectare park, the four-star private lodge

offers excellent safari opportunities within the heart of Big 5
territory. 
For more information visit www.isibindiafrica.co.za/rhino-

ridge/index.htm
Meanwhile, KwaZulu-Natal Province will play host to the

21st World Route Development Forum (World Routes) at
ICC Durban from September 20-22 next year. This marks
the first time in its history that the event has been held in
Africa.

VISITORS TO the Kenya Tourism
Board stand (AF270) can head into
the #WhyILoveKenya photo booth to
picture themselves against a range
of Kenya backdrops, from safari to
mountains to beach and then take
their photo home. 
Kenya’s cultural ambassadors,

two Maasais, will be on hand to
answer questions on Kenya and the

life of a Maasai tribesmen, and
visitors are invited to join them and
the team for a traditional Dawa
cocktail from 17:00-18:00 on the
stand on November 3 and 4.
On stand activities on Wednesday

November 5 include the East
African Community Festival from
18:00-20:00, where visitors are
invited to join the Kenya, Rwanda

and Uganda Tourism Boards. There
will be regional food, traditional
music and dance performances to
celebrate the diversity of the
region. The three countries are
working together to promote a
collective East African tourism
offering following the launch of a
new joint visa between the
countries earlier this year.

THE GAMBIA Tourism Board (AF100) will be highlighting lesser-known areas of the destination to visitors at WTM, encouraging visitors to
head inland away from the golden sand beaches that the country is famed for. Examples include taking a cruise along the River Gambia
and stopping off at the village of Juffureh to hear about the country’s slave history or cruising past the Chimpanzee Rehabilitation Project
– Africa’s longest running rehab centre. 

WTMafrica

Tickle your tastebuds at KwaZulu-Natal's cuisine event on Wednesday

Get snap happy with the Kenya Tourism Board 
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Botswana Tourism, 
6 Stratford Place, 
London, W1C 1AY 

+44 (0)207 647 1018 
dparr@botswanatourism.org.uk                              
botswanatourism.org.uk
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Our UNESCO World Heritage 
listing ensures...

pristine landscapes and 
exclusive wildlife sightings.

Find out more at WTM - stand AF200
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TOUR OPERATORS,
agents, bedbanks and
OTAs which sell to
Tunisia will be able to
find out more details
about the Tunisian
National Tourist Office's
new quality assurance
scheme at this year's
show. 
The scheme offers a

clearer indication of the
level of quality and
service they can expect
when they visit Tunisia.
The new National
Quality Label will cover

transport and the
environment, plus the
country’s tourism
product and hospitality
industry. The quality
label is part of a
tourism strategy to help
modernise and
strengthen the country’s
tourism focusing on
diversifying Tunisia’s
tourism product and
improving quality and
training within the
sector.
For more information
visit stand AF650. 

WORLD TRAVEL Market has
confirmed that the Egyptian
State Tourism Office will
sponsor the registration for
this year's event. 
The sponsorship is part of

Egypt's marketing campaign
for the UK, one of its most
important inbound markets.
Egypt's logo and its tag

line 'where it all begins' will
appear on all online and
direct mail promotional
materials.
At the event, Egypt

branding will appear on all
directional signage relating
to the registration desks,
with a strong visual
presence at the desks
themselves.
The tourist office's

director UK & Ireland,
Omayma El Husseini, said:
"WTM is an ideal vehicle for
us to promote Egypt to the
UK and also to a wider
global audience of travel
buyers. Sponsoring the
registration for WTM gives
us good exposure in the
months before the event
and will give momentum to
our medium-term strategy."
Husseini was behind the

Egypt Now initiative which
launched last November.
The official Egypt tourism
website has a channel
which streams live footage,
via webcams, of beaches at

Sharm el Sheikh and
Hurghada.
In 2013, visitor numbers

from the UK to Egypt
dropped by only 5%, despite
isolated outbreaks of
instability which took place

in areas far removed from
the tourist hot-spots.
To increase tourism

numbers in 2013 and 2014,
Egypt is promoting a variety
of sub-brands including the
Romantic Nile and Land of

the Pharoahs, in place of
promoting the country as a
whole. The campaign is
designed to promote
Egypt’s culture so it is not
seen as just a beach
destination.

Egyptian State Tourism Office to sponsor WTM 2014 registration

Tunisian National Tourist Office highlights
new quality assurance scheme

www.travelbulletin.co.ukOctober 24 201442

WTMafrica

THE EGYPTIAN Tourist Authority (ETA) is inviting WTM attendees to celebrate the culture and cuisine
of the land of the Pharaohs on Wednesday November 5 on stands AF500 - AF550. Visitors can sample
delicacies including falafel, foul madams and baklava, as well as enjoy a taster of folkloric music and
traditional dance performances including Alexandrian dance. 

KENYA AIRWAYS (stand AF270) has received its fifth B787
Dreamliner aircraft, further enhancing its capacity to operate
inter-continental flights. The modern aircraft with state-of-the-
art features offers capacity for 234 passengers and features
lower maintenance costs and high fuel efficiency. The carrier's
Dreamliner already operates Paris-Nairobi, Nairobi- Entebbe,
Nairobi-Kinshasa and Nairobi- Mombasa routes. 
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Win a holiday with
Tourico

TOURICO HOLIDAYS (stand
GV240) is giving visitors to
its stand the chance to win
a holiday to a choice of
destinations including
Arizona, South Carolina
and New York. The
competition runs across
all days and visitors to the
stand can enter with their
business card.  
The operator is also

celebrating 20 years in
business; throughout
2014, the company has
hosted 20 events in 20
cities around the world to
thank their partners for
their ongoing support
while also offering ‘free
attractions for a year’ as
part of the celebration. 
Since last year's show

the operator has expanded
significantly in markets
such as France, Italy, UK,
Mexico, Colombia, Canada
and China and has also
added two additional
offices in Cancun and
Toronto.  
For more information see
www.touricoholidays.com

SUPRANATIONAL HOTELS, now in its 40th year, is actively
targeting emerging markets including South America, India and
Japan to increase its global reach into destinations where
leisure and business travel continues to strengthen.  
Seven hotels in Argentina - including the four-star Lafayette

Hotel in Buenos Aires and the Don Luis Apart Hotel in
Corrientes – joined the company's portfolio this summer in
partnership with Hotlink, a market leading South American
hotel group that plans to bring 30 hotels into the Supranational
GDS system by 2016. 
In addition, the company has commissioned representatives

in Asia – including Win Corporation Ltd in Japan – to recognise
the geographical gaps in the brand’s worldwide distribution and

identify new potential primary and secondary city destinations
that will benefit the online travel community. 
During World Travel Market, the company's managing

director Cho Wong, will be on the panel contributing to the
eTourism Dynamics discussion - Technology and hotel
distribution online: outstanding competitive practices and
exciting trends for the future, which takes place on Monday
November 3 from 12:00–14:00 on the global stage. 
Travel agents are also being invited to join the team for an

evening reception on Wednesday November 5, which takes
place on its stand from 17:00-20:00. 
For more information see www.supranationalhotels.com or visit
stand GV540.

Supranational Hotels targets emerging markets to boost global reach

WTMglobalvillage

ITC HOTELS (stand GV210) will be highlighting the opening of ITC Grand Bharat this month at the show,
which is the company's first resort property. The company will also be promoting its new Luxury
Sojourns which offer customised itineraries based on the Golden triangle (Delhi, Agra and Jaipur),
Golden quadrilateral (Delhi, Agra, Jaipur and Jodhpur) and Southern Splendour (Chennai,
Mahabalipuram,Kerala). Accommodation is in suites and higher category rooms and include branded
cuisine and spa access. 

AFFORDABLE CAR Hire is marking its tenth
birthday at World Travel Market by focusing
on continued global investment and
strengthening its partnership with the UK
travel trade.
The company has spent a busy past 12

months consolidating its commitment to
the travel trade industry and is now looking
forward to continuing its drive to forge new
global partnerships.
Angela Day, CEO of Affordable Car Hire,

said the showcase travel event would
enable the company to demonstrate how its
investment programme had strengthened
the business globally while ensuring it
delivered a premium-level service to its
clients in the UK and beyond.
She said: “WTM is one of the highlights

on our calendar because it provides the
ideal platform for us to develop our growing
network of GSA partnerships across the
globe. And, as always, we will be talking to

our agents about the changes we have
introduced to make their lives easier, such
as our new ARTS training academy,  whilst
looking to the future to see what other
innovations we can make to support them
in the short- and long-term.”
The company has continued to

strengthen its worldwide representation
through new partnerships in Russia, South
Africa, Italy, Denmark, Netherlands,
Ukraine, Ireland and Turkey and it is now
looking to capitalise on sales opportunities
in other countries including Germany and
the US.
As part of its tenth birthday celebrations,

the company will be holding an invitation-
only cocktail party at its stand on
Wednesday, from 17:00-20:00, and will also
run a raffle in aid of the trade charity Just a
Drop Travel.
For more information visit stand GV375. 

Affordable Car Hire celebrates tenth birthday 
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WTMtechnology

FOLLOWING THE SUCCESS
of the Travel Tech Show at
WTM last year, this year's
show is set to be 20% bigger
than last year’s, to see it
retain its position as the
largest dedicated travel
technology event in the UK.
Anna Chomse, industry

head at Google Travel and
Andrew Jones, head of
search account
management at Yahoo! will
both offer knowledge to keep
the industry up to date,
including the right tactics to
increase search engine
optimisation
The Search Engine Update

Session will take place on
Tuesday November 4 from
12:30-13:30 in WTM
Platinum Suite 3 and 4.
The first day at WTM

(Monday November 3), which
is by exhibitor invitation only,
welcomes John Straw,
chairman of Thomas Cook’s
Digital Advisory Board to the
panel along with Fleur
Hicks-Duarte, head of
ecommerce at HolidayTaxis
and Alec Dent, partnership
manager at BlaBlaCar to the
WTM Travel Innovation
Summit.
The event, which takes

place from 14:30-17:00 on

the WTM Global Stage, will
look at the newest
technology that the industry
is adopting and how
delegates can ensure they
offer the best customer
service possible.
Other technology sessions

taking place on Tuesday at
WTM will look at mobile, big
data, social media and the
latest trends. For the full list
of sessions and speakers
please visit
www.wtmlondon.com/events
The Travel Tech Show at

WTM sales manager, Jo
Marshall, said: “We’re
delighted with this year’s

line-up for The Travel Tech
Show at WTM. Search
Engine optimisation is
central to the success of
travel companies and Google
and Yahoo! are best placed
to inform delegates of the
most effective strategies.
“Anna and Andrew are just

two of many senior
executives sharing their
expertise at WTM – it is an
indication of the high calibre
of speakers that WTM and
The Travel Tech Show at
WTM can attract and
demonstrates why our
seminars are must-attend
events.” 

TWO OF the biggest social media brands - Buzzfeed and
Twitter - are confirmed as keynote speakers at this year's
event. 
Both companies are presenting as part of WTM Travel

Perspective programme which will concentrate on social
media and digital content as part of the standalone Travel
Tech Show at WTM’s event programme.
Buzzfeed launched in 2006 and describes itself as ‘the

media company for the social age’. It is at the vanguard of
new business models for online publishing, combining
news reporting, produced by in-house journalists, with
entertainment and celebrity content sourced from its
community of readers.
The company will be represented by Will Hayward, vice

president of advertising (Europe). He oversees its business
operations, social advertising partnerships, growth strategy
and expansion in Europe. Since Will joined BuzzFeed last
September, the site’s UK traffic has increased by 400%.
The presentation - 27 things you really need to know

about Buzzfeed and content marketing - will look at a
number of successful social advertising campaigns it has
run with travel companies and destinations. The keynote
takes place on Tuesday November 4 at 10.35 am in South
Gallery Rooms 23-26.
Furthermore, Twitter has confirmed that it will be

presenting the keynote the following day. The company will
concentrate specifically on examples of how its UK and
Ireland team is working with the travel and tourism sector.
The keynote will delve into the concept of ‘second
screening’ - the phenomenon of people watching TV at the
same time as using Twitter on a separate device - and how
travel companies can increase awareness and bookings as
a result. Twitter is speaking on Wednesday afternoon.
Travel Technology Show at WTM, sales manager, Jo

Marshall said: "Securing two of the biggest names in social
media and content marketing so early in our planning is a

testament to how important the Travel Technology Show at
WTM has become over the past few years. Furthermore, it
also confirms that travel and tourism is the most important
vertical for social media and that WTM is the place for the
business conversations to take place.”

Google and Yahoo! reveal the secrets of the 'World of Search' 

p � � � � � �
W � � � �
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Content marketing and social media giants announced for keynote sessions
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AFRICA & NORTH AFRICA

Afro Tourism AF349

Alpha Travel (UK) LTD AF350

Atta - The African 

Travel & Tourism Association AF330

Blue Sky Group AF410

Bluebay Hotels Zanzibar AF379

Board of Tourism 

of São Tomé e Príncipe AF334

Botswana Tourism Organisation AF200

Cabo Verde - Direcção Geral de Turismo AF290

Egyptian Resorts Company (ERC) AF400

Egyptian Tourist Authority AF550,AF500

Emeco Travel AF565

Enjoy Equatorial Guinea AF358

Ethiopian Tourism Organization AF130

Flash Tour AF502

Foxes Safari Camps AF562

Gambia Tourism Board AF100

Gold Zanzibar Beach House & Spa AF342

Gondwana DMC's AF201

Hotels and Lodges (Tanzania) Ltd. AF336

Intishar for Tourist Patches AF564

Kenya Tourism Board AF270

Leopard Tours AF448

Malawi Ministry of Tourism AF120

Matswani Private Reserve AF176

Milestone Safaris AF348

Moivaro Lodges and Tented Camps AF369

Moroccan National Tourist Office AF600

Mozambique Tourism AF101

Neptune Hotels AF370

Nigerian Tourism Development Corporation AF560

O&L Leisure Hotels & Lodges Pty Ltd AF172

One Horizon Africa AF170

Orascom Development AF435

Pearlsun Hotels & Resorts AF375

Rixos Egypt AF430

Rovos Rail Tours AF345

Rwanda Development Board AF230

Sankara Nairobi AF360

Savoy Group Sharm El Sheikh AF425

Sénégal - senegalese 

Agency for Promotion Tourism AF380

Serena Hotels AF368

Sopa Lodges AF442

South African Tourism AF300

Swaziland Tourism Authority AF301

Tanganyika Wilderness Camps Ltd. AF365

Tanzania Tourist Board AF450

Travco Group AF440

Tunisian National Tourist Office AF650

UGANDA TOURISM BOARD AF240

Visit Arusha AF174

Wakanow.com AF160

Wilderness Safaris AF420

Zambia Tourism Board AF110

Zanzibar Collection AF445

AMERICAS & THE CARIBBEANA

Aerovías del Continente

Americano S.A AVIANCA LA250A

AlliedTPro NA360

AMResorts CA230

Antigua and Barbuda 

Tourism Authority CA260

Argentina - National 

Institute for Tourism Promotion LA200

Aruba Tourism Authority - CA235

ASTA NA210

Barbados Tourism Marketing Inc. CA200

Be Live Hotels S.L. CA210

Brand USA Pavilion NA350

Brazilian Tourist Board - Embratur LA100

Canadian Tourism Commission NA200

Caribbean Tourism Organization CA265

Central America 

Tourism Agency (CATA) LA350A,LA350

Chile LA500

Colombia LA250

Condor Travel LA501

Costa Rica Tourist Board LA260

Cruise America & Canada 

RV Rentals Inc NA260

Cuba Select Travel CA205

Cuba Tourist Office CA140

Discover New England NA450

Dominican Republic 

Ministry of Tourism CA300

Falkland Islands Tourist Board LA249

Go NY Tours Inc NA301

Gray Line New York Sightseeing NA205

Grenada Tourism Authority CA101

Guadeloupe Islands Tourist Board CA265A

Guyana Tourism Authority CA310

Harlequin Hotels & Resorts CA100

Havanatour UK Ltd CA145

Hilton Worldwide - Caribbean & Latam CA330

interCaribbean Airways CA325

Jamaica Tourist Board CA340

Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority NA250

LATAM Airlines Group LA530

Liberty Helicopters NA305

Mark International NA191

Metropolitan Touring 

South American Tour Operator LA601

Mexico Tourism Board LA300

Ministry of Cultures and Tourism LA240

Ministry of Tourism of Ecuador LA580

NYC & Company NA300

Poseidon Expeditions LA205

PROMPERU LA400

Puerto Rico Tourism Company CA335

Puerto Rico Tourism Company CA335

Resort Marketing International CA220

Ripley's Believe It or Not! Times Square NA201

St Vincent & The Grenadines Tourist Office CA201

Tangol LA305

The Islands of The Bahamas CA250

Trinidad and Tobago Tourism 

Development Company (TDC) CA240

URUGUAY MINISTRY OF   TOURISM AND SPORTLA230

Visit California NA240

VISIT FLORIDA NA440,NA400

Visit Orlando NA440

Wholesale LAS Inc NA291

ASIA / PACIFIC & INDIAN OCEAN

11-Infotech System Co Ltd AS329

Aitken Spence Hotels AS250

Asia Aventura AS389

Asia Jewel Tours AS385

Asia King Travel AS379

Asian Trails Ltd AS301

Bangkok Metropolitan  Administration (BMA) AS330

Bewish International CO, LTD AS601

Buffalo Tours AS466

Central Asian Travel System   (CATS Ltd) AS865

China Charmission Travel AS810

China National Tourist Office AS700

China Vision Holidays AS800

Cinnamon Hotels & Resorts AS201

Destination Asia AS305

Dragon Delight   International Tours Ltd. AS701

Dragon Expeditions AS732

EXO TRAVEL AS311

Expeditions Myanmar AS736

Experience North Korea AS596

Fiji (Tourism Fiji) AS255

Focus Asia AS275

Focus Travel AS469

Garuda Indonesia AS640

HANATOUR SERVICE INC AS465

Heliservices (HK) Ltd. AS730

Hotel Niwa Tokyo AS595

Japan National Tourism Organization AS560

KAZAKHSTAN AS750

Korea Tourism Organisation AS450

Lernidee Trains & Cruises AS101

Luxury Travel Ltd AS398

Macau Government Tourist Office AS740

Madagascar National Tourism Board AS315

Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board AS500

Maldives Marketing & 

Public Relations Corporation AS230

Mauritius Tourism 

Promotion Authority AS200

Mongolian Tourism Association AS742

Myanmar Tourism Federation

, Myanmar Tourism Marketing AS745

Nepal Tourism Board AS150

NepalTours.com AS280

ONYX Hospitality Group AS300

Pacific Asia Travel Association AS835

Pandaw River Expeditions AS395

Philippines Department Of Tourism AS650

RED APPLE TRAVEL GROUP AS327

WTMexhibitorslistings

EXHIBITORSby region
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Reunion Island Tourism Board AS310

Rivages du Monde - Mekong Waterways AS391

Saigontourist Holding Company AS377

Seychelles Tourism Board AS100

Silk Road Destinations AS838

South Pacific Tourism Organisation   (SPTO) AS265

Sri Lanka Tourism Promotion Bureau AS130

SriLankan Airlines AS120

Taiwan Tourism Bureau AS550

Thai Airways International AS340

The AOT GROUP (Inbound Brands - 

AOTInbound, ATS Pacific,   Experience Tours) AS460

The Chateau Spa & Organic   Wellness Resort AS605

The Ministry of Tourism and Creative

Economy of Republic Indonesia AS600

The Travel Foundation AS370

Threeland Travel AS381

Tour East AS501

Tourism Australia AS350

Tourism Authority of Thailand AS400

Tourism New Zealand AS355

Victoria Cruises AS702

VIDOTOUR Co., Ltd AS375

Vietnam Airlines AS470

Vietnam National   Administration of Tourism AS470

Wuzhen Tourism Co., Ltd AS830

Yeti World Nepal AS160

EUROPE

Acampora Hotels & Travel EM2001

Agency for promotion and support 

of tourism in Republic of Macedonia EM1875

Agjencia Kombetare e 

Turizmit - Albanian National   Tourism Agency EM1370

ANDALUCIA EM1700

Andorra Turisme, S.A.U. EM1855

Animod EM725

Aqua Vista Hotels EM1201

Asla Travel Group EM601

ATAHOTELS Spa EM2230

Au Bistrot de la Montagne EM1995

Austrian National Tourist Office EM600

AVRA EM1330

Azerbaijan, Ministry of   Culture and Tourism EM1170

Balkan Holidays Ltd (London) EM935

Baltic Mania - Baltic States EM982

BASQUE COUNTRY TOURISM BOARD EM1940

Belarus National Tourism Agency EM385

Beleon Tours Ltd EM1169

BELGIAN TOURIST 

BOARD BRUSSELS-WALLONIA EM1440

Bettoja Hotels EM2005

Blue Lagoon Group EM1301

Bournemouth University EM605

Bulgaria, Ministry of   Economy & Energy EM900

Bursa Eskisehir Bilecik Development Agency EM1055

CaminoWays.com EM1506

Canary Islands EM1600

Carrani Tours EM2240

CATALONIA, CATALAN   TOURIST BOARD EM1800

C-hotels Italy EM2226

CICAR - Canary Islands Car EM1507

CILINDRO VIAGGI -   Destination Tourism Srl EM2062

Cogal Monte Poro Serre Vibonesi EM2270

Consorzio Turistico Città di Pistoia EM2091

Croatian National Tourist Board EM1450

Croisieurope River cruises EM2050

CVK PARK BOSPHORUS HOTEL EM986

Cyprus Tourism Organisation EM1300

Czech Tourist Authority - CzechTourism EM750

DCS Touristik GmbH EM782

Destination Ltd EM705

Diana Travel EM1007

ELITE TRAVEL DMC EM1385

European Waterways EM2053

Feenstra Rhine Line EM720

Florencetown EM2280

Fortuna Tours DMC,   Bosnia and Herzegovina EM1475

Four Seasons Hotel EM1303

France EM2000

Gartour by HTS Srl EM2210

Georgian National   Tourism Administration EM1180

German National Tourist Office EM740

Gibraltar Tourist Board EM1345

Giglio Travel EM2218

Golden Eagle Luxury Trains Ltd EM480

Gran Canaria Tourist Board EM1640

GRAN HOTEL BAHIA DEL DUQUE RESORT EM1603

Greek National 

Tourism Organisation EM1270,EM1200

H10 Hotels EM1760

Hotel Atrium EM1991

Hungarian Tourism Ltd. EM550

Iberostar Hotels & Resorts EM1675

Ibiza Tourist Board - Formentera Tourist Board EM1840

Incoming Italia EM2250

Inova Hospitality EM1280

Israel Government Tourist Office EM850

Italcamel Travel Agency s.r.l EM2055

Italian Details S.r.l. EM2222

Italian National Tourist Board 

(ENIT) EM2150,EM2100,EM2080

Italian Wine Group/Niche Italy EM2095

ITALICA TURISMO SPA EM2228

ITB Berlin EM170

Izmir Development Agency  (IZKA) EM1057b,EM1057a

Kenes Tours Ltd. & Booking   Master Ltd. EM991

Kliczków Castle Sp. z o.o. (Ltd.) EM783

Lake Maggiore and 

surrounding mountains EM2238

Larus Viaggi EM2275

Latvian Tourism Development Agency EM980

Lithuanian State Department 

of Tourism under the Ministry of Economy EM985

LOPESAN HOTEL GROUP EM1750

LORO PARQUE EM1670

Louis Hotels, The EM1340

Luxembourg National Tourist Office EM1430

MALAGA CITY TOURISM 

BOARD & CONVENTION BUREAU EM1850

Malta Tourism Authority EM1350

MATKA Nordic Travel Fair EM560

Meeting Point International EM940

Meliá Hotels International EM1830

Miller Incoming GmbH EM907

Montenegro National Tourism Organisation EM945

Moscow Exhibition and Convention Agency EM350

National Tourism Organisation of Serbia EM630

Naturalis Bio Resort EM2288

Netherlands Board of 

Tourism and Conventions EM500

North Cyprus Tourism Centre Ltd EM950

Operation Europe Travel EM701

Palladium Hotel Group EM1803

PALOMA HOTELS EM1160

PENINSULA TOURS EM1001

Polish Tourist Organisation EM650

Pugliapromozione EM1950

REGION OF CRETE EM1360

Regione Sicilia EM1975

Republic of Moldova EM1065

Resort Property EM1060

Rodos Tourism 

Promotion Organisation EM1150

Rome And Italy EM2229

Room and Resort International Ltd EM2060

Russian Federation EM450

Russian Finnish Lapland EM487

Saint-Petersburg Express, JSC EM280

SCANCOMING DMC - UK, 

IRELAND, BENELUX, SPAIN EM1901

Scenic Travel Service EM2214

SEFIR Firenze EM1863

Servicevill snc EM1860

Show Me Italy EM1865

Skål International EM298

Slovak Tourist Board EM780

Spirit Slovenia, Public 

Agency/Slovenian Tourist Board EM700

SPLIT TOURS d.d. EM1361

Sport&rec ltd EM1489

STAN (Student Travel Agents Network) EM1501

Super Tours Travel Agency EM1492

SUR in English EM1701

Swiss Quality Hotels Int'l EM901

Switzerland Tourism EM800

Tenerife Tourism Corporation EM1650

TETNULDI DEVELOPMENT LTD EM1070

Top Service GmbH EM2099

Tourism Cluster Herzegovina EM1491

Tourist Guide of Greece EM1302

Travel Europe EM1205

TTG Media EM1870

TURESPAÑA EM1550,EM1500

Turkish Culture & 

Tourism Office EM1050,EM1000

UAB Eicore - Comfort Hotel LT EM983

Ulusoy Travel Center EM1101

University of Greifswald EM781

UNSIC Puglia EM2093

UNWTO EM1873

Vatican Museums EM2248

VEZELAY - BURGUNDY EM1905

Via Hansa Tours EM905

Visit Denmark EM620

Visit Finland - Finnish Tourist Board EM540d

Visit Iceland EM540a

Visit Norway / Innovation Norway EM540c

visit.brussels EM1435

VISITFLANDERS - Belgium EM14-18

VisitPortugal EM1010

VisitSweden EM540b

Vodohod Russian River Cruises EM485

Zacchera Hotels EM2216

Zela Aviation EM1509

EUROPE & GLOBAL VILLAGE

WTM Official Media Partners EM585,GV380

GLOBAL VILLAGE

A2BTransfers.com GV570

Abreu Online GV340

WTMexhibitorslistings
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ABTA - The Travel Association GV569

Ace Rooms Ltd GV140

adonis.com GV120

Affordable Car Hire GV375

Air Charter Service Ltd GV770

Albatravel - Worldwidehotelink GV320

Ascott (The Ascott Limited) GV501

Atlantic Media Limited GV586

Avis Budget Group GV650

Bank4YOU GV765

Busy Rooms GV370

CarTrawler GV555

CBI GV515

DANUBIUS HOTELS GROUP GV537

Destination Services GV600B

DK Eyewitness & 

Rough Guides Creative Solutions GV165

dnata GV550

Economy Car Hire Ltd GV545

Enterprise Holdings GV450

ETOA GV400

Excite Holidays GV270

Fore Representations & Travels Pvt Ltd GV505

G2 Travel GV645

Global Discovery / Adventure Now GV720

Global Passenger Network GV740

Go Global Travel GV525

Gray Line GV750

Groundline Enterprises Ltd GV580

GTA GV300

Harley-Davidson® Authorized Rentals & Tours GV630

Hotelbeds GV600A

HotelsPro Metglobal GV620

i’way GV265

International Air Transport 

Association - IATA GV491

ITC Hotels GV210

JA Resorts & Hotels GV560

JacTravel GV310

Jin Jiang International 

Hotel Management Co. Ltd. GV440

Jumbo Tours Group GV470

K+K Hotels GV255

Laico Hotels & Resorts GV360

Liberty International Tourism Group GV125

Make My Trip India Pvt Ltd GV350

Marriott Vacations Worldwide Corporation GV587

MEDITRAVEL BV GV535

MGM Muthu Hotels GV365

Miki Travel Ltd GV500

Millennium & Copthorne Hotels Plc GV445

Montparnasse 56 GV205

Musement s.r.l. GV760

NT Incoming GV640

Olympia Europe GV201

OTI Holding GV130

PDC BIG GV665

Pearl Marketing Reps GV480

Planet Hollywood GV601

Rail Europe GV353

Rentis S.A. GV582

Rotana GV610

Sakkara Group International GV150

SEH: INTER-HOTEL,  RELAIS DU SILENCE, 

QUALYS-HOTEL, PTIT DEJ-HOTEL GV250

Sharm Tourism Bureau GV460

Sixt rent a car GV655

Special Tours Wholesalers GV345

Sports Events 365 Ltd GV588

Steigenberger Hotels AG GV538

Supranational Hotels Ltd GV540

Taj Group GV420

The Village Collection GV430

Totalstay Group GV355

Tourico Holidays GV240

Travco LLP GV200

Travel To Marketing GV730

Travellanda Ltd GV510

TripAdvisor GV520

Warwick International Hotels GV530

Welcome Chinese Ltd GV259

Welcomebeds.com GV160

YTL Hotels GV257

Adriatica.net d.o.o. GV260,EM1480

INDIA

Andhra Pradesh State Tourism IN352

Bangladesh Tourism Board IN140

Bhutan IN149

Bhutan Etho Metho 

Tours & Treks Pvt Ltd IN101

Bhutan Wind Horse Tours, 

Treks & Expeditions IN270

Bodoland Tourism IN240

Caper Travel Company Pvt. Ltd. IN268

Carlson Rezidor Hotel Group IN280

CGH EARTH IN220

Cox & Kings Limited IN238

Creative Travel IN250

Far Horizon Tours Pvt Ltd IN109

GOA TOURISM IN160

Happiness Kingdom (HK) Travels IN390

High Asia Tours (P) Ltd IN105

India Tourism IN350,IN300

Indian Holiday Pvt. Ltd. IN201

Karnataka Tourism IN120

Kerala Tourism IN100

Le Passage to India Tours & Travels Pvt. Ltd IN245

Madhya Pradesh Tourism IN260

Maharashtra Tourism 

Development Corporation Ltd. IN180

MAhout (UK) Ltd IN362

New Sec Srl. IN465

Norbu Bhutan Travel Pvt Ltd IN148

Odisha Tourism IN155

Orange County Resorts & Hotels Ltd IN278

Rajasthan, Palaces & Tigers IN301

Sanyog Gupta Voyages IN236

SITA IN200

Somatheeram Ayurveda Group IN210

TBO Holidays – Explore INDIA IN225

The Claridges Hotels & Resorts IN234

The Imperial IN305

The Park Hotels IN230

Trail Blazer Tours India Pvt. Ltd.- TBi IN258

Travel Corporation India Ltd IN215

Travel Inn (India) Pvt. Ltd. IN275

Travel World Experiences IN150

Vasco Travel IN214

Yatra Exotic Routes IN235

MIDDLE EAST

ABU DHABI TOURISM & 

CULTURE AUTHORITY ME300

AITO Iran Tours - Azadi Intl 

Tourism Organization ME105

Ajman Tourism Development Department 

(ATDD) - Ajman Government, the UAE ME260

Arg-e Jadid Travel Company (ATC) ME201

Cyrus Sahra Co. ME101

Department of Tourism & 

Commerce Marketing, Dubai ME200

Emirates ME250

Etihad Airways ME350

Fujairah Tourism &   Antiquities Authority, 

Government of Fujairah ME405

helidubai ME402

Iran Doostan Tours Co ME401

Iraqi Ministry of Tourism & Antiquities ME360

Jordan Tourism Board ME150

KINGDOM OF BAHRAIN, 

Ministry of Culture, Tourism Sector ME540

LEBANON Ministry of Tourism ME140

Muriya Tourism Development ME550

NasJet ME470

Oman Air ME530

Oman Ministry of Tourism & Industry ME500

Parex Tour s.r.l ME755

Pasargad Tours ME301

Qatar Tourism Authority ME100

Raihana Universal for 

Travel & Tourism ME280

RAS AL KHAIMAH 

TOURISM DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY ME450

Saudi Commission for 

Tourism and Antiquities ME750

SAUDIA ME601

Sharjah Commerce & 

Tourism Development Authority ME400

State of Palestine ME555

Yemen Tourism Promotion Board ME440

THE TRAVEL TECH SHOW AT WTM

Accubook Ltd TT369

Acqua LTD TT265

Akamai Technologies Inc TT450

Alexander Moore Ltd   (SAP Gold Partner) TT270

AROBS 

Transilvania Software TT588,Seat,42' Plasma

ATL Associates TT257

Avvio TT283

Axum Technology Ltd TT621

B-Around Lda TT165

BREATHE LUXURY LTD TT560

Cloud9 Mobile Communications Ltd. TT228

CodeGen Ltd TT510

Cultuzz Digital Media GmbH TT406

dcs plus TT420

DerbySoft MetaSearch Manager TT175

d-flo Limited TT161

Digital Alchemy LLC TT589

Digital Trip - The Travel Technology Experts TT535

EEC Software Ltd TT277

eRevMax Ltd. TT550

eviivo TT565

Experience Engine TT318

Feedback Ferret TT328

Feefo TT418

FLATSWIRE TT580

flightright GmbH TT268

Flip.to TT585
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Crossword:
Across: 1. HAVEN, 4. GATES, 6. CHARTWELL, 8. GANGES,
10. ETON, 12. AVRO, 13. VIENNA, 15. TROSSACHS, 
17. TOKYO, 18. STOKE. 
Down: 1. HUGH GRANT, 2. VLC, 3. NIAMEY, 4. GITE, 5.
TRENTON, 7. LANZAROTE, 9. NORFOLK, 11. CIRCUS, 
14. OSLO, 16. SFO.

Highlighted Word: CAIRO

Travagrams: (top) Holland America Line    (bottom) Bahamas

Where Am I?: Port Elizabeth

puzzlesolutions
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Frosmo TT455

Gateway NV TT528

Geosho Ltd TT401

GIATA GmbH TT281

GuestCentric Systems TT350

Guestline Ltd TT460

HitchHiker GmbH TT440

HolidayTaxis.com TT282

Hoteliers Dot Guru PTE. LTD TT279

Hotelogix TT452

HQ plus GmbH TT271

ICE ICT TT552

Illusions Online TT400

Internet Tourism Solutions SL TT253

intuitive TT419

ISG ESOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED TT248

ITS RezExchange TT578

Ixaris Systems Ltd TT360

JPM Guides TT404

Juniper TT530

Kigo Inc TT579

Luxoft TT438

Maraekat Infotech LTD TT591

Maxxton TT670

MM ONE Group S.r.l. TT628

Mobacar TT465

Multicom Products Ltd TT358

Mystifly Consulting (I) Pvt. Ltd. TT359

Newhotel Software TT630

NOVELTECH - Travel and 

City Guide Platform 

(android, ios, windows, web) TT368

NP6 TT260

Open Destinations TT428

PCI Booking TT575

Peakwork Ltd - 

The Player Hub Company TT329

Pegasus Solutions TT549

PhoCusWright Inc. TT245

Pure360 TT648

Quadlabs Technologies Private Ltd. TT620

RateGain TT529

Reputation.com TT680

ReviewPro TT570

Rezgateway TT519

RezLive.com By Travel Designer Group TT650

RoomCloud TT365

roomsXML.com TT525

Sabre Travel Network TT235

Sellinity TT230

SiteMinder TT320

SKYWare Hospitality Solutions TT237

T I Infotech Pvt Ltd TT500

Tbo Holidays TT610

Tellink TT518

Thermeon Worldwide Plc TT548

TigerBay Software Ltd TT439

TourConnect TT218

TouristSim / Signa TT269

Tourplan TT600

Travel Affinity TT259

Travel Technology Systems Ltd TT221

Travel Tripper TT276

TravelBPO TT403

TravelClick Inc TT445

TravelSim TT429

Traveltek Ltd TT330

TripHobo.com TT275

Universal Points TT451

Vertical Booking TT425

Vertical Systems TT310

Viatecla - Soluções 

Informáticas e Comunicações, S.A. TT340

Vibe Software Ltd TT435

WEB BOOKING EXPERT TT335

Wedeliverawesomeapps,SA TT348

Wirecard Technologies GmbH TT349

XML Travelgate SL TT668

YieldPlanet TT430

YouTect TT640

ZOLV TT520

UK & IRELAND

360Experience UKI340

Abbey Travel Ltd UKI130

Airport Pickups London UKI330

Airport Transfer Cars Ltd UKI148

Amazon Local UKI240

BAC Sport LTD UKI438

Best Western Hotels GB UKI220

Big Bus Tours UKI301

Champions Travel UKI349

CHR Travel LLP UKI228

City Sightseeing Worldwide UKI250

Coachhire.com UKI168

Davids Of London Ltd UKI325

Dove Cottage & The Wordsworth Museum UKI144

Encore Tickets Ltd UKI230

Escapism Magazine UKI158

Europe Incoming UKI428

Garnett Dickinson Print Ltd UKI138

Gold Key Media UKI162

Golden Tours UKI348

GreatGuide UKI150

Group Line UKI335

H R Denne Ltd. UKI142

Heritage is Great Britain UKI430

Hospitality Line Ltd UKI405

International New York Times UKI201

Jersey Tourism UKI540

London Theatre Direct UKI437

Magna Carta 800th Trails UKI170

Minicards UKI160

ONBC - Out Now Business Class - 

LGBT Village UKI531

Quietvox AG UKI440

Ripley's Believe It or Not! London UKI101

See London By Night UKI238

See Tickets   UKI423

Star Tours UKI448

The Leisure Pass Group UKI329

The Original London Sightseeing Tour Ltd UKI338

The View from The Shard UKI445

Tickets2trade UKI172

Tourism Ireland UKI1400

Travel Partner Group UKI401

Travel Trade Products UKI134

UKinbound UKI100,UKI300

v6e Ltd UKI429

VOX S.p.A. UKI241

Warner Bros. Studio Tour London UKI420

WHISPER UKI538

Wimbledon Lawn Tennis Museum and Tour UKI1320

We asked our staff the
following question this week:

What are you always 
forgetting?

Publisher: Jeanette Ratcliffe
jeanette.ratcliffe@travelbulletin.co.uk
To charge up my mobile

Editor: Lauretta Wright
lauretta.wright@travelbulletin.co.uk
To take money off vouchers/coupons to the supermarket

Assistant Editor: Jill Sayles
jill.sayles@travelbulletin.co.uk
Birthdays but not for close family and friends

Contributing Editor: Paul Scudamore
post@travelbulletin.co.uk
Whether I locked the car or not

Sales Director: Simon Eddolls
simon.eddolls@travelbulletin.co.uk
To cut down on salt

Advertisement Manager: Tim Podger
tim.podger@travelbulletin.co.uk
Not to fall asleep on trains

Online Sales Manager: Nick Boocock
nick.boocock@travelbulletin.co.uk
The lyrics to "Never Forget"

Account Manager: Bill Coad
bill.coad@travelbulletin.co.uk
That it's my round

Account Manager: Chris Gascoine
chris.gascoine@travelbulletin.co.uk

Account Manager: Matt Gill
matt.gill@travelbulletin.co.uk
To answer these questions

Marketing Assistant: Tasneem Rahman
tasneem.rahman@alaincharles.co.uk
The shopping list when going to the supermarket

Senior Designer: Lee Telot
lee.telot@travelbulletin.co.uk
How much I spent

Assistant Designer: Tom Davies
thomas.davies@travelbulletin.co.uk
My headphones

Production: Favian White
favian.white@travelbulletin.co.uk
Wallet

Circulation Manager: Jim Merchant
post@travelbulletin.co.uk
Travel Bulletin is published by 
Alain Charles Publishing (Travel) Ltd - 
University House, 11-13 Lower Grosvenor Place, London, SW1W
0EX, Tel: 020-7834 6661 
Printed by: Buxton Press
Subscriptions are £125 p.a. £195 overseas
ISSN: 0956-2419
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